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VFW Del tes Insulted At Claridge Hotel
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Kisses Lawyer After Acquittal
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Quick End Of Case
Jolts Courtroom
The cool, self-possessed 32-year-old graduate nurse
who created a sensation when she fatally shot and then
shipped her boy friend's body in a trunk to Memphis,
Tenn., was cleared of his murder yesterday.
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JUBILANT TRUNK-SLAYER
Marjorie Andrews plants kiss
on Atty. Euclid Louis Taylor
as she emerges from County
jail a free woman, The 32-yearold graduate nurse moments

Mrs. Marjorie D. Andrews who sobbed quietly during
a brief bench trial was freed by
Judge Grover C. Niemeyer after
the prosecution admitted that the
only evidence it had against her
was a signed statement she gave
to the homicide detail.
In that state
ment, the nurse
admitted shooting Eddie Lee
Jenkins, 29, an
auto agency ernployeinthe
chest in h e r
apartment a t
4943 Lake Park
on Feb. 9 after he
beat her, knock- Atty. Taylor
ed her down and
choked her.
The judge ruled self defense on
the basis that the statement had
cleared the defendant without her
having to take the stand, or her
lawyer, Emend L. Taylor Mae
from his chair beside her.
His. verdict, aiePilieelieeto44
state did not even present sufficient evidence to make a defense
action necessary by her attorney.
Witnesses called to testify for
the state were:
The victim's sister, Mrs. Ernestine Whitfield of 4523 Oakenwald, the last person believed to
have seen Jenkins alive. She told
of seeing her brother in good
health on his job Feb. 9 and then
of being informed of his death on
Feb 28 by police.
Alderwin Jordan, 4e, of 5220 S.
earlier had been acquitted of
shot Eddie Jenkins, her 29Parkway, testified that Mrs. Ana murder charge in a trial beyear.old boyfriend, Feb. 9.
drews gave him a package to keep
fore Judge Grover C. NiemeThe next day she shippen his
and that he found it contained a
yer in Criminal court. Mrs.
body to Memphis in a steamgun after he read about the trunk
Andrews claimed she acted in
er trunk.
slaying of Jenkins in the Daily De=
self defense when she fatally
fender. The weapon was identified
as the murder gun.
MRS. ANDREWS
Lt James McMahon, head of the
homicide detail, described a con carry the trunk out of the buildversation with Illinois Central ing to a parked truck, not know
railroad police about a call they ing that it contained a body
had from Memphis, Tenn. regardHarvey Jenkins, the victim's faing a trunk which contained a body ther, described viewing his son's
and which had been shipped remains in a funeral parlor in
there from Chicago.
Memphis.
By M. L. REID
lie also told of going to CincinThe discovery of Jenkins' body
nati
after
the
attractite
nurse
had
in the trunk in Memphis set off a
The gubernatorial candidate who favors reapportionbeen arrested there and of taking nation-wide search for the nurse
ment for the state should receive the backing of Negroes a statement from her regarding
who had been his girl friend for a
the slaying.
in the coming election.
little over a month, and had ofFenton C. Martin, jr., of 4943
That is the opinion of Lt. George W. Lee, a Repub- Lake Park, testified that he helped (See
ACQUITTED, Page 2)

What Reapportionment
• 4Nould Mean To Negro
'Ghost Students
Giving Nation's
Colleges Jitters
' High school stud( its, worried
abut getting into «liege, are
making headaches for c(llege admiasions oficials
' Having heard reports that only
so many students would be accepted into institutions of higher
learning, some have sent out as
many as 20 applications for ad(See COLLEGE, Page 2)

•

lican leader.

So Par no candidate for the top
state office has come out and
promised to give his influence to
passage of the bill which was introduced during the last legislative session, Lt. Lee said, but
there has been some reference
made to it behind closed doors.
At present, Lt. Lee said, the
state is tieing an outdated system
to elect its legislators which Was
used 60 years ago, although the
Constitution states that it should

W

garbage elevators in the rear of
the hotel to get to the meeting.
The visitors were Willie Radcliffe,
the post commander; Francis L.
Young, public relations officer,
and Samuel Thomas, club manager.
The trio said that they had been
admitted to business sessions of
the state organization when conventions were held in Nashville,
Knoxville. and Chattanooga, and
had experienced no difficulties unto Memphis
til they came
and were subjected to the "servant treatment."
The Clarksville delegates said
that they issued a statement of
protest about the treatment which
they received at the Hotel Claridge, but that the VFW state of•

(see VFW, Page 2)

Officer Might
Face Law Suit
Mrs. Goldie Albrook, of 272 Hernando st., told the Tri-State Defender last week that she plans
to file suit against the Negro policeman whom she accused of having beat her daughter. Janie, 17,
when he arrested the girl in May.
"I have talked with my attorney,
Mrs. Albrook said, "and have decided to prosecute him."
Mrs. Albrook was referring to
Patrolman Jewel Joubert, who
reportedly beat her daughter before taking her to Juvenile Court
on charges of using profane language, being unruly, indecent ex(See SUIT, Page 2)

,
Dark

Shadows'

By NAT, D. WILLIAMS
Can Negro women afford to go around half dressed
... even at home?
It's pretty well agreed that the crux of the Negro'll
struggle for so-called first-class citizenship Is the basic
and legitimate desire to be accorded the respect and dignity due every man.
Can the goal be reached through
carelessness and suggestiveness?
Before the Negro attains his goal
he must face two facts. First he's
got to convince others that he
rates such respect and dignity.
Second, he's got to convince himself that he really wants respect
and be ready to
and dignity .
pay the price.
One wonders whether respect
and dignified treatment is what
the Negro wants when he notes
the careless and sometimes even
vulgar dress of some Negro women. And "some Negro women" do
not refer only to back-alley gals
and prostitutes . . . but it also
includes far too many seemingly
respectable women of generally
pretty good reputation. Maybe
such women are just thoughtless
only of their own personal comfort and desires . . or maybe,
selffish (thinking they're satisfying some suppressed motive . . .
ont they haven't faced themselves.
It doesn't help the Negro's
hope for respect and dignified

(See WOMAN, Page 2)

20 Attend First Girls' State Project

TO GIRLS' STATE—A reception Was given at the Vance
aVt" YWCA last week for the
20 Memphis High school girls
who are now attending the first
Girls' State in Nashville on
the campus of Tennessee A
and 1 State nniveraity. Their
sponsors also attended the
reception. Pictured bete, seat-

ed from left, are Wilma Ward,
Manassas High %Imo! PTA;
Patricia Toney, Mt. Olive C.
M. E.; Juanita Ogilvie, Booker T. Washington High school
Student Council; Elizabeth Lacey. Booker T. Washington
High school; Sadie Fulton,
Links; Barbara Bailey, St.
John Baptist church, Vance

ave.; and Ann Mitchell, Links.
Standing, same order, a r a
Mary Raker. Teen Town Singers; Beatrice Cooper, American Legion, Lida Patton, American Legion, Gwendolyn Glover, Links; Dorothy nand.
ridge, F Trigg as-c. Baptist
church. Dorothy Jean Woods.
Links, Harriet Smith, IVLOK,

Willie Radcliffe, post coinmender; Francis L. Young,
public relations officer; and
Samuel Thomas, club managCr.

Three Negro delegates from the Garrett Hollingsworth VFW (Veterans of Foreign Wars) Post No. 9789 of Clarksville, T enn., were given the "back-door treatment"
here last week when they arrived to attend the V,FW State Convention held from June
6 through 8 at the Hotel Claridge.
The delegates said that they were insulted by the porters at the hotel, who made
them enter the "foul-smelling"

(See REAPPORTION, Page 2)

A native of Vicksburg, Miss.,
Funeral services for Mrs. Marin Memphis for
tha Kirk the wife of Edward R. Mrs Kirk lived
where she
Kirk, real estate dealer and treas- more than 50 years
projects.
community
urer of the Union Protective As- was active in
the YMCA
surance company, were held on She was president of
Auxiliary for five years, and also
Tuesday at the
worked with the Community Chest
Avery Chapel
Mrs. Kirk's survivors, in addiAME church with
tion to her husband, include *
Rev, Loyce Patbrother. Joseph Harris; three sisrick, the pastor,
ters. Mrs. Beatrice Winston, Mrs.
officiating.
Amanda Gilford, and Mrs. Eliza. Mrs. Kirk died
beth Greenwood - and two nieces,
on Friday eyeMrs Mary K. Shaw and Miss
at
13.
June
ing,
Kathleen Winston.
her home at 363
iktrs. lurk
Interment was in the Elmweocl
. Boyd st. after
cemetery, T. H. Hayes and Sons
having been ill
ore than a year. Her death Funeral home was in charge of
attributed to a heart ailment. arrangements.

in Clarksville, Tenn. The men,
who said that they were forced
to use a garbage elevator at
the rear of Hotel Claridge to
get to the room where the convention was held are from left,

INSULTED IN MEMPHIS last
week when they came here to
attend a VFW State Convention were these three delegates from the Garrett Hollingsworth VFW Post No. 9789

and airs. Bertha Estes, chaperone, president of the lith
District American Legion Auxiliary. bthere who left to attend Gfrls' State. but are not
pictured here, are Dorothy
Holiday, Arnette Anderson, ca.
rol MeNatry, Ann Suttles, La.

Vern Reid, and Gladys Wilson.

These 2 Grads
Hit Pay Dirt
Two Melrose High school graduates were notified last week that
they had been selected to receive
full tuition scholarships to Fisk
university in Nashville. They
were Edward G. Smith and Tyronza R. Richmond.
The announcement of their selection for scholarships to the university was made by James R.
Smothers, registrar and director
of admissions at the institution
Mr. Smith was the valedictorian
of his class at MeIrcse this year.
Mr. Richmond, who plans to study
for a career in chemistry, was
one of four top ranking Memphis
high school students who appeared
in a television interview ov,r
WKNO-TV on May 8 entitled,
"Plans for Your Future."
In attending Fisk, the students
will be matriculating at cne of the
nation's most distinguished liberal
arts colleges. Founded in 1866, it
tedited he the Association
I.
of Lanerican coil :eta. the Southerr. Association of Colleges and
Sewn lary sch.ials. and the National ,.:ssociation of Schools of
M oe,c. It is also approved by the
Women and the New York State
Board of Regents,

Moves To Halt
Reign of Terror
In Georgia Town
Congressman Charles C. Diggs,
jr.,(D-Mich.) last week asked the
Justice Department to give him
a report on what action it plans
to take to curtail a Nazi-like reign
of terror directed against Negro
citizens in the town of Dawson,
G a.
Negroes In that town, he said,
have been subjected to the "wholesale deprivation of rights guaranteed by our Constitution and laws."
Congressman Diggs said that he
had received reports that a young
Negro was clubbed to death by
policemen because he protested
about the beating of his 'father;
another Negro was shot to death
In his own back yard on the
grounds that he was creating a
disturbance; and another was shot
In the buttocks because he broke
a whiskey bottle after a policeman had told him not to do so.
Another incident in the pattern
of terror directed against Negro
citizens in that town included the
jailing of a Negro mother when
she went to the jail to visit her
son.
ASKS SWIFT ACTION
III a telegram addressed to Attorney General William P. Rogers,
the Michigan Congressman said,
' For this Nation's safety and the
Welfare of our whole system of
government, swift action by your
department is demanded with respect to recent and continuing
atrocities directed against the Ne(See TERROR. Page 2)

COMING SOON!
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This Staff Will Supervise • Playgrounds Here This Summer
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PLAYGROUND SITERVISORS — With school out, young.
niers will be trekking to play
grounds throughout the city
for wholesome recreation, and

these workers will be on hand
to supervise them. On front
row are Mattis Smith. Charles
Lomax, Charles Patterson, jr,
Eliza Young, Nesby Blanch-

ard. jr., Barbara Nell, he
Thompson, Joan R. Brankett.
Carlton Veazey, George Warren, Raffia Pegues, filbert
Robinson, Rose Marie Smith,

Charles Williams, Valeria
Brown, Jessie Merriweather.
and Horace King. On the secord r.Av are William Robertson, M. Yvonne Breaks, Wil-

Item T. Knight, Peggy Cox,
Walter Evans, Bettye Hunter,
Frank Davis, Lois Neely, Floyd
Rinks, Gallestine Shelby, hiary
Mabron, Percy Washington.

Why Judge Set Marjorie Free
By ENOC P. WATERS, JR.

Charles Reber, June B. Hope.
Rodell Boyd, Frances Burton,
James Payton, Gloria Math
is, Minnie Andeison, Woodrow
Barber, Jimmie Jones, J.

sir McGraw, Emmitt Sloes,
Jr., and Anne Redick. On the
back row are W. T. McDaniel, Mrs. Elaine J. Campbell,

Re
Pla

Mrs, Pianie M. Greene M. J.
Boone, P. T. Hunt. Richard
Banks, Laura Pulliam. and L.
D. Ewell. (Withers Photo.)

Marjorie Calm, Victim's
Kin Bitter After Trial
o ege
.•
S

from a conviction for her in court, especially in view of the fact
that she confessed to every detail of the story.
At Monday's trial, Lt. James McMahon, head of the homicide
The sudden acquittal of Marjorie D. Andrews yester.i
detail, testified that he received A call from Memphis about the
discovery of Jenkins body in the trunk and Mrs. Andrews' con- day for the trunk slaying of Eddie Lee Jenkins stunned
fession was also read.
spectators and outraged kin of the slain man.
Alderwin Jordan, 46, of 5220 South Parkway, testified that before
Everett Whitfield, 2S, brother-in-law of the trunk vicfleeing the city, the nurse had given him a package which it was
tim,
called the verdict "unfair."
later learned contained the gun which was identified as the muraer
I('ontinued from Page •
1)
weapon.
His wife,
Ernestine. asked:
to
various
missions
colleges,
ac"How would you feel if it was your
Martin testified to helping the nurse with the trunk which he
cording to an editorial in "College
brother?"
did not know contained Jenkins' body.
Harvey Jenkins, the victim's father, told the court that he
The victim's father, Harvey Jen-. and University Business."
Int
This has created a problem for
identified the body in the trunk in Memphis as his son.
Ions, of Memphis. declared: "I just
the admissions officer, for all asMrs. Ernestine Whitfield, of 4523 Oakenwaid, Jenkins' sister
don't understand it.."
(Continued from Page 1)
sume that the applications are
told of the last time she had seen her brother alive.
OTHERS AMAZED
bona fide. It is possible that a
It seemed to those in the courtroom, that Mrs. Andrews was posure, disorderly conduct, and
creating a disturbance.
Other friends and relatives of the student would be accepted by all
doomed.
Four of the five charges against dead man expressed amazement at of the schools, arid many colleges
But in the face of all this, Judge Niemeyer dismissed the
the girl were subsequently dis- the outcome of the trial.
would find themselves with "ghost
charges against the confessed slayer and she went free.
missed when Miss Albrook was As she emerged from the jail students" when scheel opened in
Why?
brought before Judge Elizabeth smartly clad in a brown dress with the Fall.
MARJORIE ANDREWS
Mrs. Andrews attorney, Euclid L. Taylor, one of the city's top
McCain in Juvenile Court. She was a white scarf, the nurse exclaimed j The magazine. in its editorial,
criminal lawyers had this to say: found guilty of being
unruly, and Ithat she was relieved that the whole' advances two solutions to avoid
"We must remember on what released to Mrs. Amanda
Roland, thing is over and revealed that she; what it calls the "admissions
charge Mrs. Andrews was being a juvenile court officer.
plans to go South and live with muddle."
tried. She wasn't being tried for CHARGES SLANDER
her grandparents.
One solution is an earlier notifiputting Jenkins' body in a trunk
Mrs. Albrook said that she would
Accompanying her were a sis- cation of acceptance. "The Spring
and shipping it to Memphis.
also file a charge against Patrolter, Mrs. Celia Chambers, and a of the senior year is too late to
"Nu' was she being tried for man Joubert for
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
saying that she
Mrs. Hattie Rodgers, mother of surprised v hen the impossible accousin Out Burton, both of Tuske-' make other plans if a studen
giving the gun that killed Jenkins runs a "bad hcuse."
lives
at
979 tually happened.
She said that gee
treatment when Negro women and five children, who
Ala. Mrs. Chambers said she rejected by the institution of
be changed as the population to Jordan.
ic and her family live in a reat , had never won any
Mrs. Rodgers is qiite pleased
girls are careless in their apparel. Porter,
fett much better now that her sis- first choice," the magazine sa .
"The matter of her flight to spectable home, and
k.nd of prize in her life, she said, with her RCA Portable television shifts.
that
the
Short shorts worn by white wom- until just recently
A second method to avoid the
ter had been freed.
Reapportionment would mean Cincinnati was not an issue before Charge constitutes slander.
when Big Star set, and she says that it cornea in
en don't arouse so much resentAtty. Euclid Taylor who rep. probleni, it says, is to accept a
came along with its shower of handy because she has five chil- that instead of electing legisla- the court.
Mrs.
Albrook
told
the
Tri-State
Ment nor invite as much lewdness
prizes, and she wen a television dren in her home who like to look• tors by a county-wide vote, die- "Neither was the court concern. Defender that since he daughter resented Mrs. Andrews, declared: student on the basis of work
as when worn by Negro women.
Diets in the city would be able ed about the last time Jenkins had was arrested and appeared In Ju- "She is a fine girl and what she done in his first three years.
set.
at different programs.
And that's because white women
been seen alive by his sister, Mrs. venile Court, the t-icer has re- did was in self defense. After it "Thus a student knows by the beto elect their own.
She registered for a prize at'
This is the last week to reeister
have more protection — and a tra. Pretti Brother's Big
ginning of his senior year in high
Whitfield.
Star store at
peadly trespassed upon her' happened, she became panicky."
It
would
mean
that
areas
like
Shower
of Prizes
(dr Big Star's
dition.
school whether he has been ad'
Taylor said, nreuer.t y, und continues to "pick
939 Porter at., and was quite;
Orange Mound, Walker liontes.1 "Mrs. Andrews,"
lecky
enough
too
may
be
you
BURDEN OF PROOF
and
•
mated to the college or university
daughter.
South Memphis, the 34th, 35th and'"was indicted fcr the murder of. at"
, Tradition favors the white womto have your name drawn for a
of his choice. Actual admission, of
malice aforethoughti e Every time he passes my
'with
Jenkins
24th
Wards
would
be able to send'
an. Tradition does not favor the I And, it surely gives the designing prize. You have to register to becourse, would be contingent in the
while he was at peace with house, lie says, 'You had better
•
Negro woman. Tradition holds that and low-minded an open invitation come eligible, and it doesn't cost their own representatives to the"
continuation of effective academpeople of the. state of Illinois.
,
the
Albrenk
report.'
Mrs,
out!"
Mb
state
house
in
Nashville,
he
said.
to
run out on a limb and other- a cent to fill out a blank.
Negro women are juin naturally
ic performance through the sin"That was the only matter with ew,ai
or Palmyra, N. J.
inclined to moral laxity and a oise reach for the proffered fruit
Mrs. Rodgers said that shc likes MORE REPRESENTATION
dent's senior year in high school,'
- which the court was concerned.
is
1.1.!
she
said
Albrook
Mrs.
.
.
if
it
looks
at
all
inviting. to shop at Big Star stores, belower animal sexiness. That's the
If reapportionment is adopted,i "No evidence and no testimcny imite sure that the Pi l'te departaccording to the editorial.
NEW
YORK
—
(UPI)
—
This
tradition just about everywhere.' WitAl' GOES?
cause she has an opportunity to Lt. Lee said, it would mean that was produced to show that she
In conclusion the magazine
One can't help but wonder what's save twice. She gets quality food around six Negroes would be elect-, planned the murder of Jenkins. nient could stop the cfCcers from year's National A.A.1./. DecathThe burden of roof that she is a
family, Ion championships wilt be held at statees: "As long as college adher
her
ond
liarassmg
happening
when
a half dressed
person of good morals and per,
for her family at the low prices' ed from Shelby County, two or In fact. her conteession which was but so far nothing has bent, done Palmyra, N. J., July 4-3, it was ministrators delay until Spring of
sonal self control and self re- female meets him at the front or
more from Davidson County, and. read to the court stated that she about the matter, thot It she has announced.
the high school senior year to adback door. Is she courtin' or es- along with Quality Stamps.
spect is on the Negro woman.
would killed I • while he was in the act
some from
rom Knox
nox Countyiim
vise successful applicants for adreported it to them,
The
de
fending
champion
has
the
And it certainly doesn't help to cortin'? Is she asking a question
also be successful in a bid for of chcking her.
honor of selecting the site of the! mission, they will continue to reap
break down the tradition when Ne- or giving an answer' What is
that office.
(I)
things:
"This means two
competition a n d 1957 winner the harvest of multiple applicagm women appear in public dress. the visitor expected to do when
As it stands now, a Negro would that Eddie Lee Jenkins was not
Charley Pratt of Mount Holly, N. tions."
ed in extremely revealing and she invites him into her, home .. .
(2)
people,
and
the
with
peace
have a slifficult, if not impossible, at
J., picked Palmyra with the towns
suggestive outfits. It doesn't help go to the kitchen, bedroom, bath'
change of getting elected to the she itcted in self defense.
of Rivertown and Cinnaminson as
break down the tradition when room, or sink? What gives . • • or
Teen Crime Increases
state legislature, because the mem- "With a self defense plea, it was
coA
-ho
they reveal or expose themselves is there a price, Even a visiting
(Continued from Page I)
(Continued from Pale l)
hers are elected by all voters in the reeponsibility of the state to
total
of
35
LONDON — (UPI) — Co
sts
to the gaze of insurance men, Preacher would have to battle
entries
are expectlie coenty at large.
prove that she acted other than in
gro citizens of Dawson, Ga.
ed for the two-day competition. tions for criminal offenses ant
garbage haulers, or any others back such questions.
said that it was -a local entera self defense as she claimed.
manf
y
of
In
election
states
the
-The obvious voting intintidaincreasing
who come to their homes for busi. So, in the interest of racial pro- taining post problem."
"No one at the trial challenged tion and 'under-color-of-law' savage Pratt is a former Manhattan Col- Britain's teen-agers are
gress . . . certainly to help tear
lege star who now teaches gram- steadily, a church report said yes-'
ness or professional reasons.
The delegates said that the in.'
defense, so the
self
et
claim
her
law
mar school.
, Ordinarily, one can't help but down the "Nexro tradition" . . sults which they received were of political office is made possible Idge had no alternative but to brutality on the part of the
terdry.
erforcement officials in the locality
wonder what a woman means and most certainly to attaM And ficials "passed the buck" an& because the persons directly ef- free her."
the
purview
within
clearly
seem
when she admits outside people maintain tha: dignity and respect such A nature th3t they would ser-1 fected have the sole voice in electof existing statutes giving the Fedinto her home while she is clad for whic i the current anti-segre- iously consider ignoring any conl jog their spokesman.
eral Government jurisdiction to act
only in a halter and short shorts. gation hill( is being waged . . viction which is held in Memphis.,
The bill for reapportionnient. if
against these outrages.
It's had enough for members of it becomes the bounden duty of the
Two Clarksville delegates from'
''The ire of every decent-think.
her family to be exposed to wide Negro wr.mai to sacrifice some- the Lathes' Auxiliary were present passed, Lt. Lee said would mean
ing American of whatever race,
expanses of mottled hips and thing of her own personal comfort, last witck. They wers Mrs H. L1 that the state would be making
treed, color, or nationality is
(Continued from Page 1)
thighs, and the various sundry tastes, sa.1 desires to that end, Allison, tin Presiden'• and Mrs.! headway toward having a two-pararoused to its fullest height by
bulges and sags characteristic of Now, whatchubet!
Lillian Campbell se( rolr,
ty system.
finials alert all major hospitals these abuses, which tre publicly
too many women here and about.
far her.
The Levi Civic club voted last ed along a TVA power line about
acknowledged by the perpretratSo, one wonders about the judgeThe nurse was trapped in CM- ors and
are the counterpart of the week to block the annexation of a a half mile north of Levi roadment, tastes, and motives of the
cinnati where she fled on Feb. 16 worst Nazi abominations
from portion of Shelby County to the The club has been critical of the
woman who goes around exposed
a week after Jenkins was killed, which the world seeks
to recover." city which has been set aside for city since it voted to annex the
„ . . even at home.
four days after she had gotten a
According t.• Congressman Diggs Negro homes. It was expected.
area to Memphis.
It seems it would be a simple
job at St. Mary's hospital there.
the sheriff in that area is behind, The area upon which a 336-unit The civic club president, L. C.
She was arrested at the home
matter to put on a little bit more
will
be
constructed after FHA Castleberry said that there ant
the terror directed against the Neof a brother-in-law, J. C. Chamcovering when non-family memgro citizens in Dawson, and he is approval is located on the west already white homes in the area
bers who was unaware that she
bers come around. And especialside
of
Horn
Lake road, 350 feet "and not much room for a Negro
reported
Washingto
have
told a
was a slaying suspect.
ly should this be done when white
ton reporter that "There is nothing north of Mitchell road in South subdivision."
At that time she told police that
persons come around. They're the
like fear to keep niggers in line." Shelby county.
A committee, led by William D.
she shot Jenkins during a quarrel
ones who have heard the tradition '
Construction of the project at a Galbreath, president of the
Congressman Diggs said that he
over doubling dating and stayed
that holds Negro women are low
had already heard reports that the cost of $2,300,000 is being held up Estate Board of Memphis,
in her apartment with the body.
down, and are anxious to submit
FBI had investigated the matter, pending the approval of bus serv- that it was unable to !mate a s
for over 24 hours before purchas- and that he
to every white man who even
wished to have a re- ice to the area by the Memphis able Negro boozing area within
ing a trunk and shipping it to port as
mumbles "Let's," It's depressingto what action the Just- Railway company. It will be built the city, and recommended that
Memphis.
ly surprising how many white Peoice Department "has initiated or by the G. E. Bass and company the area be
annexed.
She then took another apartment contemplates taking to
ple . . . especially men . . . who
correct this of Jackson, Miss.
The area is located across from.
on Lake Park ave. where she lived wholesale deprivation of rights
believe that.
The white civic club has asked the Walker Homes development
for four days before leaving the rola ranteed by our Constitution and
NOT AROUND STRANGERS
that a buffer zone be establish- which has about 1,000 homes In it.
city and driving to Cincinnati.
iW3.Sure, the weather is almost terrifyingly hot at times. But the
tradition about Negro women and
To express Mho boy'. devotion to
the disrespect which it bestirs are
the proud man and woman
even more terrifyingly hot on the
loved and the emotional
minds and souls of those Negroes
Impact of tho wordo
who would like to be accepted as
he lonaprd to tell
human beings.
them,
Sure, a lady has id personal right
to act like a member of a nudist
colony in her own house But in
the presence of thrangers and outsiders such an appearance can be
shocking. And it is vulgar, parVOTE REGISTRATION CAM.
Memphis and Shelby county In
days I..tec persons have regia
Ocularly to strangers' eyes. And
PAIGN — Pictured here Hs.
recent weeks. The number of
tered, and 904 were Negroes.
it could give some more sensitive
tenIng to W. C. Patton, direct
registered Negroes here on
about an acerape of ISO per
ous
eivitrutt
soul who !nigh: happen up on it, or of the Non-Partiean Regis111111 or N MINK Di:Pummels*IMAiN IARMIAL
June 1 was 47.314, with 12,151
.111.111.60. am•IIIIINIII
eta', The reeistretion d•aditer
SPIRITS • PROOtit1 OF U 5 A • CltAll Selina
luirtiflahle grounds to call the po•••••••1•11.10
tration ('ampaien are workeis
to g', before reaching the goal
for the aliens, 7 election la
•Ow. MIVONIMM,
DISTILLIPKI Co ••• iAmt I KAM °esteem
lice and have the offending sister
who have been responsible for
Starts FRIDAY
•••=1•1111.1•Moir• At.•••111101/1 oatt
40,CLUMOOL OENTUCilt,
of 10,000. Dating the past fen
July III, (Withers Photo.
•••••••• Walt
arrested for indecent exposure. the increase of voters' seals"How In the world could they free her?"
That was the question most frequently asked by Defender readers after learning that Judge Grover C. Niemeyer acquitted comely, 32-year-old Marjorie Andrews Monday of the trunk slaying of
her lover, Eddie Lee Jenkins.
The public was outraged •hen it read the sordid details of the
case.
She admitted that after firing the shot that killed Jenkins
in her apartment at 4943 Lake Park ave., she remained
Feb.
with the body 24 hours before deciding how to dispose of it.
She told police later that she purchased the trunk, put his body
in it and with the help of Fenton C. Martin, Jr., loaded it on a
truck and shipped it to the railroad station from where it was sent
to Memphis.
There it remained unclaimed for almost a week until a stench
arising from its contents led baggage handlers to open it, disclosing
the body.
Her subsequent flight to Cincinnati is well known and how palice located her there by tracing her application for a nursing
job at a local hospital.
It would seem to the layman that there could be no escape

Woman
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Memphis favorite for
9 straight years....

DARK EYES VODKA
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Letter Carriers' Band letas Give $1,000 To
Opens Concert Season 4 High School Grads

Cotton Maker's
Give Financial
Report Here
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RecreaVon Department
Plans Social Program

IC 3.
Richard
mai le

National Recreation alone) is dren iii three age grJups
S tarough
ecing celebrated here in Memphis.8; 9 through 12;
and 13 through
with matches in tenris. archery, 1 15. It will be
held on Thursday
a fishing rodeo, and a swimming and Friday. June
26 and 27, and
meet.
prizes will be given by Radio StaTennis matches, singles and tion WDIA. Participants niust reg
doubles for men and wemen,' ister with the Recrea'ion depart•
will he load on June 23 and 24, and ment, aid give some proof of their '1
trophies will be given to winners. age.
Archery will be featured in LinTh.
. swimming meet will he held
coln Park on June 25, and those on Tuesday, June 24. and
those
who wish to participate must coml who uish to participats
may regis
tact the recreation department. I ter at any swimming pool in
the
The fishing rodeo is open to chill- city.
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...NO ONE DARED
FILM IT TILL NOW!
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of "Holiday on Ice" early last
. Spring. Heading the sorority's
scholarship project is Miss Gloria
Miss Kneeland was r member
of the National lionor Society
while at Hamilton and was active in the Student Council, the
choir, and the Math and Science
club.
TALENTED PIANIST
Miss Kneeland was on the News(Ate and Annual staffs, and is a
talented pianist, and plays for the
Greenwood CNIE church.
, This Fall she plans to study
t at Memphis State university, and
major in music amid business ad) ministrati
•on. Her parents are Mr.
• •

GRAND OPENING
TV SERVICENTER No. 2
220 West Brooks Rd.

in Walker Homes Shopping Center

Grand Opening Date — June 28, 1958
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All Day

FREE

All Day

Ice Cream
Balloons For Kids
Cigarettes
Cigars For Men
FREE — Transistor Radio Given Away

1,

The Nite - June 23, 1958 - Flamingo Room
BLUE MONDAY PARTY

across from
development
homes in it.

Both Locations

TV SERVICENTER No. 1
936 Miss, Ave. — Tel. WH 6-6313
MATTHEW HUDSON, Owner

TV SERVICENTER No.2
220 West Brooks Rd. — Tel. WH 6-4066
ADOPHUS BROOKINS, Manager

•

...If You'll Only Heed
These Vacation Tips..
s

ONE MORE ROOK was added to the many a ;Jumps on
file at the Fisk unisersits library whea Dr. Bereerit
sari,,, cha.rman :if the I !mesh
department" at the schooi presented a topy of eis resentlY.
published hook, "Skakespeare
and the Allegory of Evil," to
lairs. J411111 Williams. cataloger

at the school. The book was
Published by the Columbia
Uniseruta Press aftei it was
selected Sat. the Clarke L. Ansley award given anoualts by
Cahimbia university for the
best mar uscript suhtnitted to
the funny of lit •ratere and
philoso. I'.

Prefer Integration
To Closing Of School

SADIE COLLINS

3

Sot , June 21, 19_B

The Memphis Letter carriers' The band, which is playing
unBand began its Summer program der the
auspices of the Memphis
Four outstanding high school Dunnivant at
en Jane 10 with a concert preced- Recreation department
and t he graduates
in the Memphis area
ing the cpening of the WDIA sun. Memplys Park commission,
Miss CrItins was gradeatee from
will are recently awarded
scholarships Melrose High schoal and was also
Icebaseball season at Lincoln give three other concerts this
amountine to $1,000 by the Al- an Immo. student. She maintained
Park. Its second appearance was 'north.
pha Eta Zeta' chapter of the a high sverage during her stay
at the Fairgrounds Amusement' On Friday night, June 20. it
will Zeta
Phi Beta sorority.
at the school, and has passed the
Park on last Tuesday evening. be presented at the Patterson play—
ground at White Station jest off Three girls who received schol.! college entrance examination.
arsbm
awards
of
$300 each ivere: Active in extracurricular affairs
of Mendenhall roast, rear the New
Philadelphia Baptist church It Miss Marvis LaVerne Kneeland,! she belonged to the Y-Teens, the
of
Hamilton
High
school;
Miss Sa- Science club, the Latin America.
will play at the LaRose school
playground on Tuesday. June 24;; die Collins. of Melrose High school club, the Student Council, and aas
and on FlidaY. June 21. give a and Miss Sterline Harris, who a member of the Buzzer staff
concert at the Klondike play- graduated from Becker T. Wash- She plans to enter Leatoyne cal
ington High school.
lege in the Fall. he lives %soh
school
A $100 scholarship was award- her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
The band will give 12 other coned to Miss Robba Gene Dyson, Clarence Collins, of 666 Glanker
certs here during the Sunimer.
.
'rho graduated recently from the at.
Flazier High school in Covington, WILL GO TO LEMOYNE
WINS FIVE
Tenn.
Miss Harris also plans to enter I
A financial report oas made last
STANTON, Del — •
Money for the scholarships was; Lealoyne college this Fall. and
— Elweek by the alemptes Cotton Mak don Nelsor's ridirk
featured Mon raised by the annual presentationi will major in elementary edusa
er's Jubilee, and it revealed that
• racing program at Delaware
days
a total of 502.57 were left in the;
after all expenses had Park Nelson. one of the leadingtrsu
riders on 'he local circuit, bcoted'
been paid.
Cash brought forward and re- home five winrers—Procella $7.'10
eepits amounted to 59,994.97 Acs in the
second, Cosmic Bess S13.20
counts receivable of 5550. added
in the fourth, Necromancer $10.40,
to that, amounted to A10.544.97.
After total expenses of $9,882.40 in the fifth. Staysail MOO in the
were deducted, a net balance of featured sixth and Lt. Jaygee
$682.57 was left.
513.20 in the seventh.

kl

•y William D.
of the
emphis,
locate a
area within
mended that

TRI-STATE OEFFNUR

Careless rapture multi lead to
careless driving on your summer
vacation trip. But you won't have
to be a worry-bug on the road, if
you make these basic cautions sec•
(and-nature.
Most important of all. don't
speed. Obey the local speed limit
laws wherever you are. They were
set for your safety.
Stop and take a rest before you
become exhausted fold atom nodding at the wheel. Do this even if
it means pulling up to the side oh
the road and napping.
Don't let children romp around
and bother you: they should be
trained to sit back in their seats.
Car doors, of course, should be
locked when small children are
with you and windows closed to a
safe height.
WEAR GLOVES
Wear leather glsves that grip
the wheel so that you have It tinder
control no matter how suddenly
and swiftly you must turn. French
leather glovemakers specialize in
dri\ing gloves of soft, thin but
sturdy leather with crocheted or
perforated backs for comfort in
all weather. The fourchettes and
quirks give perfect freedom of
finger and knuckle movement,
The ledge under the back window

atiould be clear so that your view
is unobstructed
Sun glasses with protective side
pieces should be handy even if you
don't ordinarily wear them. A :getting sun suddenly at eye level has
been known to blind drivers and
cause fatalities.
COMFORT IMPORTANT
Your comfort is important la
keeping up your ability to drive
safely for long periods.
Avoid back strain and give yourself plenty of leg room by starting out with the seat at a comtortable distance km the pedals.
Get out and exercise whenever
you stop for gas. This will take
the kinks out of you.
Wear clothes that are selected
for comfort primarily. Shoes should
have heels low enough to avoid
ankle strain. There shotild be nothing tight around the waist and no
drag on arms and shoulders. Your
skirt, too, should be loose and
full enough for sitting in with ease.
Avoid any scarf that a sudden•
breeze could blow -across your
es-es Keep hair, too. sufficiently
bound so that it motet whip across
your face. The current headache
bands will be useful as well as
fashionable in sour car this sunsflier.

Student Gives Lowdown
On Little Rock In Look

Ii' a signed story in the current became worse for her, and ehe
CHARLOTTESVILLIS, Vs — A fused to accipt ally responaihilityl issue of Look magazine, Miss describes the incident a• hire
led
STER LINE HARRIS
survey conducted by the Parent. in the matter. anit they did not I Minnijean Brown, one of the nine up te her emptying a bowl
of chili
Teachers Association of the Vena- cast a vote either pro or con. I Negro students integrated into Lit- OD a student.
ble Elementary school here re- The survey was conducted as a tle Rock's Central Iligh school,
The student said tha she knows
cently showed that out of 443 par- result of an order issued by Unit- tells of her experiences there bethat integration can work, for a
ents qstestioned 177 would rather' ed States District Judge John, fore she was expelled for defendfriend
of h e r has gotten along
tace their children go to schooll Paul setting next Fall as the datei ing herself against segregationists
well in Van Buren, Ark.
with Negro children than not at for desegregation. Thirteen Negro, students.
NOT ENOUGH DONE
' all, and the 128 would rather see students have applied for entrance
Miss Brown, who went to the
I "In Little Rock," she wrote,
the school shut down.
to the school.
New Lincoln school in New York
There were 138 parents who re-: If the school does accept the ap- City after she was espelled said "the whole thing would hare been
different if Governor Faubus had
1 pliratims of the Negro students that when she first entered the not called out the Guard,
and if
and allow them to enroll it school, one of the white students General Clingers Arkansas troops
would aiitomatically be closed un- ran up to her and said, "I'm so had protected us better
And if
der the state's massive resistance gald that you're here," and invited people like Mr. Blossom —
laws enacted to asaad irtegration. her to go to lunch with her. She sure he was not in favor of
inteOfficials. however, declined to said that she never saw the girl gration — had done more."
make any comment nowt the par. again.
She seirl that it seemed that the
The student said that everything
ents' decision
regarding the
was going along well when they Bill of Rights in Little Rock was
schools.
for
white people, "and they didn't
first enterod the school, and that
ROBB% GENE DYSON
edid annodt she
lb wast etrying
t , outin for theh glee mean for us to get in on it."
issue,
ng
and Mrs. James Kneeland, if 1268
one who w as an unsuccessful can- others, were ushered out of the
lion.
for
didate
the
Council
City
last school because officials
Louie
T
Harding,
the
son
of,
feared
While at Booker T. Washington,
Year said, "The poll does not solve
she was on the library staff. Her Mr. and Mrs. Edom Harding. of anything. If the question had read, that there would be mob violence.
Their first bad day same, she
hobbies are reading, listening to 706 Wells ave., hen,. received 'Do you favor integration or dosthe master of arts degree in husisaid, after troops from the 101st
records, and attending movies.
neas education and administra- ing of the school"' the results Airborne Division were withdrawn,
Miss Harris is the daughter of
tion from American university in would have been different.'
and not a day went by that she
Mr. and Mrs. Sterling Harris, of
The segregationist, Robert Rea- "wasn't called something dreadWashington, D. C., when commen2005 Rile at.
cement exercises were held there who failed to vote either way real. ful."
Miss Dyson was presented her
dy, said that the 138 parents A PREMONITION
recently.
$100 scholarship during the comMr. Harding is 3 tern-her in ized that they had no choice in
The student said that she and
mencement exercises held at the the public
school system there, the matter, and that their answer the others always knew that things
Frazier High school in Covington Ile is also
working on the doctor would not have any bearing on would he especially rougn after
recently, and Mrs. Leatha Haley, of education degree
front Ameri. the eubject.
statements were published by
of the chapter's scholarship com- can university.
Some hailed the survey as a Governor Orval Faubiza, or Amos
mittee was on hand to make the
He is a graduate of Tennessee victory for integration. Mrs. Mor- Clutheridge, attorney for the White
presentation.
A and I State university where
Citizens Council.
The recipient was among the top he reeeived his bachelor 'if science ris Brcwn. head of the city's CounIt was following a Christmas
ten students in the class. This degree in business education and cil on limner. Relations said, program
in which she was not al"When the entire community has
Fall she plans to enter Tuskegee administration.
become aware of the actual choice lowed to participate that matters
institute in Alabama. She lives with
Mr. Harding was a member of before it, I believe they will acher parents at Atoka, Tenn.
the school's largest gradaating cept a similar preference." She
ent Fendall R. Ellis, who refused
class. There were 618 who receiv- said that she was gratified by the
any comment aside from the fact
ed degrees, and heard the COM-, outcome of the poll among the
that no action would be taken on
mencement speaker. Senator John' parents.
SMOOTHER BOURBON
the applications of a total of 20
Sparkman, 1D-Alaa, speak on the NO COMMENT
Negroect who have applied for ensubject, "Meeting Today's ChalThe results of the survey were trance to previously all-white Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey•6 Yrs. Old
90 proof• Ancient Age
lenge."
OM Co.,Ctanktort,l(y.
turned over In schaul super Siterd- schools until July,

Ex-Memphian
Gets Degree
At merican . resne,ir:g',t,T,.„i":, , btor,

IF YOU
CAN FIND A
BETTER
BOURBON
... BUY IT!
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'Heart Ailment
Fatal To Mrs.
Willie Smith

Funeral services for Mrs. Willie
Smith, who lived at 685 Edith
ave., were held last Saturday
morning at the Avery Chapel
A M F church. with Rev. Loyce
Patrick, the peeler officiating.
Mrs Smith had been ill the past
three years. Her death was attributed to a heart ailment
The widow of the late Albert
Smith. who died in 1939, Mrs.
Smith was employed at the Tennessee Children's Home for about
15 years before it went out of
existence.
At the time of her death, Mrs.
Smith was living with her niece,
Mrs. Georgia Dancy. She is survived by six nieces and nephews.
Interment was in the Elmwood
cemetery, with the T If. Hayes
and Son Funeral home in charge
of arrangements.

DOG
RACING

A Drink Fails
ToMake'Dear'
Friend Dear
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS-A 52-year-old lothario who had
not seen a "dear friend" in a long
time will appear in court for assault to kill, because the friend
' proved less "dear" than he had
thought.
Miss 011ie Clark. 38, of 5659 S
Indiana told police that when she
and James Johnson of 5636 S
Parkway met on the street last
week, he persuaded her to share
a drink with him, which she did in
an alleyway at the rear of 317 E
58th at,
But when Johnson finished the
drink, he reportedly became angry
because 011ie wouldn't continue
the reunion celebration in a hotel
of his choice. He broke the bottle
and cut 011ie about the face. She
suffered superficial wounds and
was treated and released from
Provident hospital.

Added Seats Main Floor
New Concession Area
Courteous Counter-Girls
New Rest Room Facilities

MANY NEW PATIO
CONVENIENCES
Post
Time
7:45

Air-Conditioned
Grandstand
Gen. Admission 25c - Sorry, No Minors

west

MeMPIIISSOUTHLAND
GREYHOUND PARK on Highway 61
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, FESTIVAL ROYALTY — Mrs
Inez Brooks (standing in beck
ground) of St. Peter's church.
'is shown crowning Carolyn Albright and Bills A. Hill, of
Golden Leaf Baptist church
after they had been declared
winners in the competition.

The occasion was the annual
King a n d Queen Festisal
sponsored by the Board dr
Administration of the Shell's
County Sunday school and Rap
tint Training Union Congress.
The affair was held at Columbut Baptiat church, of 324

N. Decatur, Rev. A. E. Campbell, minister. Officers of the
group are Jake Manning. president; Mee Fannie Harris,
chairman of the hoard and
Mrs. alable B. Richardson,
chairman of tne king and
queen festival.

"Whate'er thou art, where'er
thy footsteps stray,
Heed these wise words: This, too
shall pass away,
Oh, jewel sentence from the
mine of truth!
What riches it contains for age
or youth,
No stately epic measured and
sublime,
So comforts, or so counsels
for all time
As these words. Go write them
on thy heart
And make them of your daily
life a part
Art thou in misery, brother?
Then I pray
Be comforted! The grief shall
pass away.
Art thou elated? Ah, be not
too gay:
T,,mper thy joy; this too shall
pees away.
Fame, glory, place and power,
They are but baubles of the hour.
Thus be not o'er proud,
Not yet cast down; judge thou
aright;
When skies are clear, expect
the (toed
In darkness, wait the coming
light:
Whatever be thy fate today.
Remember, even this shall
pars away!"
— Author Unknown
This paem expresses a sentiment
very dear to me. Day by day I
come in contact with people who
apparently are enjoying life at its
(Mead. or at least they think they
are. They are bleated with good
health, a reasonable amount oil
money, a few friends, and manyother things which thie world has,
allowed them to have.
They walk about with the air
of one of the hit tunes of some
years ago, "I Got The World In
A Jug. Sitting on A Rainbow," living. if You Meese. in a fool's
paradise thinking that nothing can
happen to them.
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MRS. ROGERS
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WINS RCA TV
In Big Star's Shower of Prizes
which she
Admiring the RCA Portable Television Set
Mrs. Mat.
is
won in Big Star's Shower of Prizes (at left)
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SONG AND DANCE numbers seen here look like fun but they are part
of a serious effort on the part of business to beat the recession. These
scenes are from a full-dress musical staged at sales meetings of a large
corporation to introduce a new sales promotion. Left: petite Dorothy
Keller, dressed as a Salvation Army drummer, beats drum for better

business while shapely Ronnie Cunningham emerges from rags to Tietory over recession. Right: the Judge, Jack Harrold, does a jig
with
his "jury"— Ronnie and Dorothy -- during trial of a salesman
for failure
to service his accounts properly.

Drumming Up Some New Business

light when it was hit from behind and pushed into path of an oncomiug
auto, (UPI Telephoto)

And All Passengers Survived

•

SEEMS INCREDIBLE, but no one was killed in the fiery crash in photo.
Four persons were injured in three-ear smashup in Bellerose, N. Y. The
burned-out hulk (center) is wreckage of ear which was waiting at red

•

Sharing 1400 Men

•

MAJOR L. P. McCLENDON (right) Greensboro, N. C.,
attorney and vice chairman of the North Carolina Board
of Higher Education, chats with two top graduating students and President F. L Atkins of Winston - Salem
Teachers College, Winston-Salem, N. C. Major Healer

•

Dulles Has The Floor

LOVELY JANIE BURDETTE is one of the charmers seeking title, "Miss
Bronze Los Angeles" in an
Omega Psi Phi fraternity
beauty contest to be climaxed June 23 at the Moulin
Rouge. Hollywood. Some et
the most beautiful girls In
Southern California are competing for top honors.

milinwomr)ps

Seeks
Bronze
L. A.
Crown

SECRETARY OF STATE John Foster Dulles, at his Washington press
conference, hints that Red China will have to be included in any future
agreement for banning nuclear tests. Dulles said it ma) be necessary to
have inspection posts in Red China to check on possible Soviet nucleai
testing in Communist China. (UPI Telephoto)

don was commencement speaker at Winston-Salem.
Muriel B. Lewis (2nd from left) was highest ranking
student in education, while Mary P. Murray was top
ranking student in nursing.

Top Two At Winston-Salem

THESE TENNESSEEANS are Otheria McClain (left) of Memphis. and
Margaret Scott, of Knoxville. Students at Tennessee State university,
Nashville, they're the favorites of 700-man Air Force ROTC detachment
U the schooL °Iberia ip "Miss AFROTC" for the next school year. Margaret bore the title during the past year.
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Dear Mme. Chante: I sin an Ave , Chicago 37, Ill.
Dear Mme. Chante: I know you
unhappy young lady who would
like to correspond with a nice are a busy person but would you
please try to help me. I am self
young man between 25 and 35.
do not drink or smoke. I am 25, supporting, have my own apartweigh 185 lbs., 5 feet, 7 Inches tall. ment, car and a very nice job.
Will answer all letters and send I am 41, 150 lbs.. 5 feet, 51,'s inch—
photo. Earlene Beacham, 82 Cort es tall, brown skin and I am a
Lawrence Homes, Toledo. Ohio. dressmaker. I sin now attending
••
the Hollywood School of Beauty
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a very and hope to finish in April of 1959.
lonely widow, age 55, weigh 158 I would like to meet a man with
lbs., 5 feet 3 inches tall with a good job and income — only
a brown complexion. t am Chris- those interested in marriage need
tian and sin interested in a Chris- apply. Will answer all letters —
tian man who is interested in please send photo in first letter.
marriage. I sin kind and under- Mrs. Beatrice Simmons, 1619 Plystanding would like a man who is mouth, Minnapolis, Minn.
•••
same, between the ages 55-70. Hattie Addison, 919 Spring St., MusDear mine. Chante: I have been
kegon, Mich,
reading your column for a long
•• •
time and wondered if you could
Dear Mme. Chants: I read your help me as you have helped othcolumn weekly in the Chicago De- ers. I aim a very lonely lady, dark
fender and think you have a won- brownskin, weighing 130 Ihs., five
derful way for people to meet. I feet tall, Methodist faith. I am a
would like to meet an intelligent country girl, I have a farm and
man between 35 and 45, 5 feet, home in town. Would like to hear
9 to 6 feet tall, race or color from all intelligent men from 40-50
does not matter. I am dark brown, or over. If ministers wish to an5 feet, 6 inches tall 136 pounds. swer, they are welcome. Miss J.
2 Bertrand, Rear, Dal/
28 years old. I enjoy most sports, 0, A. 38021
movies and music. Please enclose las 10, Texas.
•• •
photo. Joyce White, 6310 S. Ellis
Dear Mme, Chants! I would
like to become a member of your
club. I am 25, 6 feet tall, weighing 150 lbs., dark brown skin.
Would like to meet a young lady
between 18 and 25 and interested
in marriage — must not weigh
over 15G lbs. Will answer all serioue letters. Eddie Smith, 6150
Greenwood Ave.. Chicago 37, 111.
•••
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IN NEW AFRICA

Cocoa Is Biggest
Negro Business

staf
guic
acti
disc
seve

By ETHEL L. PAYNE
About the same time last week
Dear Mine. Chante: I would like
that Jim Hagerty, White House
to have my name placed in your
press secretary, was intoning the
column. I am very lonely a n d
ACCRA, Ghana — The biggest off their debts and to extend and
official death knell to the Presyoung
like to meet a
would
Negro operated business in t h to improve the cocoa areas cultiident's promise of last September
1 am 26,
lady between 21-30.
world is Ghana's Cocoa Marketing vated by them.
to see Rep. Adam Clayton Powell
weigh 170 lbs., brown complexion, Board. The Board, under the
The Board's investment in the
and other Negro leaders, a small
love all sports. I have a job as an chairmanship of an African, Im- future of Ghana
does not end
brown-skinned man slipped uninsurance salesman, own my home
here.
net
from
had
proceeds
Egala,
oru
obtrusively into the 17th St. enand have a 1958 Cadillac. Will sales last "ear amoontinr to well
Other millions are spent exteialtrance of the old State Departmarry if the lint
ing and improving roads a n d
ment building, the adjunct to the
James Guilford, 625 Connecticut These proceeds were derived bridges, building
hospitals a n d
Executive Wing of the White
Blvd., East Hartford, Cone,
from the sale of 264,000 tons of community centers and installing
• ••
House.
raw cocoa to foreign lands, prin- water works in cocoa producing
In the gloomy corridors of the
Dear Mme. Chants: I would like cipally the U. S., Great Britain, areas.
building, a guide met him and
I
USA.
the
in
pal
pen
to get a
But not all the Ghanaians are
Germany and Holland. The
escorted him to the offices of
am a Jamaican lady, 2C, brown Boards outlay of some $120,000,000 happy over this situation. There
Rocco Siciliano, one of the Preseyes brown, dark went primarily to some 280,000 is no criticism as to whether the
complexion,
ident's advisors. The two men
200 employees of the Board open.
brown hair, 125 lbs., 5 feet, 8 In- Negro cocoa farm operators.
were closeted for about an hour.
By any measurement cocoa is ate it efficiently.
ches tall. Looking forward for an
If the corps of newsmen across
Its critics contend that the farmearly reply. Althea Dolphy, 145 big business in Ghana. Though
the street. most of whom sweat
King Street, Jamaica, BWI.
this little country has a respect- ers should be paid the full nroit out in the ante room daily as
s •
able foreign trade in gold, diam- ceeds from their cocoa, that they
to
assignment
part of their
Dear Mme. Chants.: T would like onds, manganese, bauxite, a n d can spend their money more conmonitor what Is happening at the
to correspond with a nice intelli- timber, cocoa is the backbone of structively than the government.
but known
House, had
White
The majority of the people in
gent young lady interested in the the economy and provides well
about the visit of the soft-spoken
better things in life. Will marry over 60 percent of government re- the cour/y think ogierwise, that
Negro in the other wing, it would
it is vitally necessary for the govthe right type of person. She must venues.
have sent them off in full pursuit
Specifically the Cocoa Marketing ernment to keep a tight control
be neat, 20 to 30 years old, beon a hotter story than Hagerty's
tween four feet 10 to 5 feet, 5 Board is given the responsibility over income in the cocoa industry.
announcement that the Powell
Inches tall. color or nationality of buying, grading and selling
meeting was off.
does not matter as long As she the national cocoa crop and at the
' The man across the street was
is sincere. One or two children same time to guarantee to the
Rev. Martin Luther King. jr. A
will be accepted. I am 37, 5 feet farmers a high stable income.
(LA), Andrew Wims of WashGreen of Norfolk (Graduate
assistant professor of zoology;
few days before, he had wired the
THIRTY OF THE ^..; Howard
It fixes the price to be paid
61 0 inches tall, single, 140 lbs.,
ington ((iS). Carolyn Cannon
School). Eugene Crump of St.
Harold Delaney of Baltimore
President for about the fourth time
University students and teachto farmers during a given season,
mixcomplexion.
brown
ilow.
Lee
medium
Wendell
Da(GS),
La.
Washington
of
(Medicine),
Joseph,
Mazumder
of
Bibhiti
and
inductasking him again to discuss the
were
ers who recently
licenses purchasing agents and
vid McLaughlin of Sumter,
of Richmond ((iS) and James
cab, India, both graduate stu•
integration crisis and this day's
ed grey hair neat appearance, it
ed into the Howard Chapter of
generally supervises the wareLowe of Washington (GS): also
S. C. ((iS), and Titus Pankey
dents: and Dr. James T u r
meeting was a nreliminare to a
steady job. I live alone and have
Sigma Xi, the national honor
transportation and fumi.
of Charlotteville. Va. ((iS).
assistant professor of
Dr Sheridan Perry. assistant
possible White House Conference
my own apartment. Mr. .1. Car- housing,
society in science, ere shown
the cocoa beans.
NEW YORK — Dr. Warren D.
professor of physiology. 3rd
4th row: Students Lawrence
pharmacology, Ind row; Stuson. 6139 S. Ellis ave.. Waldorf gation of
with the President and a tew Netogether following installation
One of its most important func- St. James, whose book, "The NaPaxton of Roanoke (Dent),
row: Students Jeanne Sinkfogd
dents Donald Romans of BufHotel, Apt. No. 322, Chicago 37,
gro leaders.
ceremonies. They are .1 In r)
tions is to supervise the grading tional Association for the
of Washington (Dentistry),
John Brown of Washington
falo N. Y. (Pharmacy), Ralph
' Torn between a broken promise
1st row: Dr. Leonard Alleof cocoa to guarantee that Ghana
of Colored People," will be
•*•
Francis Chigbo ofNigeria
Tubbs of Birmingham (Enginto Powell and afraid of incurring
mos, assistant prrlessor ef or(GS), Albert Johnson of Washcocoa will hold a high reputa- published on the opening day of
Wash.
ArBarnes
of
Charles
((iS),
race
Architecture),
many
and
eering
excluding
Hansof
wrath
Lords
the
thodontics; Dr.
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like tion for quality,
ington (GS), James Kenney of
the NAACP convention, will atington (GS), Loretta Collins
thur Moore of Washington (E
leaders who have been clamoring
borough, professor if zoology;
to correspond with a serious mind- The price . paid farmers have
Richmond ((iS). and J a ni e
tend the convention in Cleveland,
of Greenwood, M i s s. (LA).
I. Omega I.ogan of Washfor months for a meeting. the Ad
Dr. James learn, a Howard
ed young man between 40 and 56 rarely been high enough to cause
Ohio, beginning July 8.
Bryant of Paris, Ky. ((iS).
Mary Johnson of Conway, S.C.
ington (Liberal Arts), Lillian
ministration has stalled on going
alumnus; Dr. Da‘id T. Ray,
who is interested in the better the Board to suffer 3 loss. Only Dr. St. James, a
teacher in St.
through with the move. But at this
towards
view
once has the fluctuation in world Louis,:for the past decade, is a
President at their meeting with ling a certain minister get control the colored children were danc- things of life with a
writing, the climate is better now self a one man crusade to oh
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Being Frank ...

L AUX WILSON, Mot Mid Gement Marlow

And Problems

by FRANK L. STANLEY

ARITTA J. POL1C, Circulotion Mamoru

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — It was not will try to entertain it"
my intention to comment in print
Clarence Mitchell admitted to
on NAACP Clarence Mitchell's me later that Rhodes brought him
The Tri.inst. Ditireilat Ctoos Hot Take Itesponsardity fel oasolicitaa tracuouscripts or Paseo&
recent
untimely outburst at the
the note, Now he claims he did
Summit Conference in Washing- not read it.
However,
Mitchell
ton.
Mr.
has
Publislwil Ivory Thursday by Is TriStsto Defends* Publishing C... Catered as Sowed
Secretary Mitchell said at the
seen fit to make misleading state- end of his talk, "1 would like to
Clew Metter at Ow Memphis Post Office March 20, 1932, Under At, at March 2. 1579.
ments to the press in his own de- say to the gentleman who inter•
fense, and as the person presid- rupted (se, if he wishes to argue
ing at the session in question, I this thir,g with me AFTERWARDS,
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
find it necessary to set the rec- I will be very happy to do so. I
ord straight.
have done it before." t Afterwards
At the outset, let me emphasize as interpreted by the Secretary
that I consider Clarence Mitchell meant following the session or
one of our most dedicated lead- when permitted.
ers and I have no desire to cast
Hardly bad Secretary Mitchell
a shadow over his reputation. So
far as I am concerned, he has, taken his seat before Clarence
and still is, giving splendid lad• Mitchell rushed to the platform.
ership in the civil rights fight.
I had not had time to properly
Sometimes though, the pressure adjourn the meeting Sensing
One of the most ambitious programs ty. He was 19 years old when he obtained of the battle causes us to lose moil that would stigmatize atturhe
ever to be undert,aken by a social agency is • a Ph.D degree from the Univeristy of Chi- control of our emotions at an un- conference, I refused to let Clarfortunate time. This is what hap- ence debate with the Secretary.
shaping up in New York under the auspices cago.
of the National Urban League. The organiThere is no doubting the fact that such pened to Clarence Mitchell on the The entire working press and sevzation is concentrating attention on a guid- a project will prove immensely rewarding. afternoon of May la tie heard, eral conferees were surrounding
with 400 other people in at- the two, eager for a "squabble"
ance project which is aimed at directing The difficulty will not be in finding young along
tendance, Secretary of Labor story.
talented Negroes into scientific and techni- talented Negroes, but in finding jobs for James P. Mitchell say:
Everyone who has attended top
cal careers.
them after they have been trained. Though "Congress passed a weak, wat- level meetings knows that (1) you
It is a ten-year program called "Tomor- they were few in number, yet not many of ered-down, and, in ifly opinion, an do not yell out contradictions in
row's Scientists and Technicians," a n d the Negro engineers who graduated last ineffectual Civil Rights bill. They the middle of a person's speech,
which will cost at least $100,000 a year. It year are working at their profession. Some could have done better if some of nor (2) do You ignore the individthe people who stand up profes- ual who is presiding and seek to
will produce annually 1,000 scientists, engi- have been forced to accept employment out- sionally
for Civil Rights had not address the body without properly
neers and other technically trained persons side their area of specialization. Many engi- deserted the stronger legislation obtaining
the floor.
among Negroes and other minority groups. neering firms have turned them down solely demanded by the lioilse."
When I attempted to point out
Placing ris hands in megaphone to Clarence that this particular
Of 28,000 engineering graduates last on the basis of race.
year, fewer than 200 were Negroes. The
Sooner or later the League and its as- fashion over his mouth, Clarence session was not a question and anLeague will try to correct this disparity or sociated branches will have to undertake the Mitchell, incensed at the state- swer period, and that he was crement,
reduce substantially the differential ratio task of demolishing those barriers of job true." yelled loudly, "That is not ating bedlam, he still persisted in
obtaining the microphone. Failing
through this search for talents which will discrimination which have been erected I immediately went to E. Wash- in
this, he broke to the front of
be conducted in 100 cities through 63 Urban against Negroes and other minority groups. ington Rhodes, publisher of the the rostrum and attempted
to
League branches and associated organizaThis will not be easy. No substantial Philadelphia Tribene, who w as speak.
on the platform and asked him
tions.
Mitchell's mistake was in t h e
benefit will accrue from this program of ob- to
request Clarence Mitchell not method he pursued
The branches, under the guidance of a literating the color line in American indus- to heckle
our speaker. In fact, I
There are many dignified ways
staff worker, will encourage teachers, school try without a determined struggle. It's a gave Rhodes
a note to this effect to voice
and certainguidance counselors, principals and others two-fisted fight which may not act well with for Clarence Mitchell to read and ly woulddisaagreement
a conference
national
actively engaged in educational functions to the organic framework of a social agency. on it I wrote, "If you have a leaders require propel- ofprocedure
discover talented Negro youth in the
But it would be adding to the tragic di- question, put it in writing and I in so doing.
Subscription rotes: Ono !NM
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mensions of race prejudice to provide opportunity for training talented Negro youth,
snd do nothing about their employment. We
hove that such will not be the case, and that
the League will use all of its kinetic energy
to probe for openings on the employment
front. It is a responsibility as well as a
challenge.

Crazy Like A Fox
The plight of Prof. Clennon King, the on- ment on the race question. Thus, they garagain-off-again Don Quixote on the racial ner advertisements and band-outs from
front, leaves a medley of mixed feelings in white business firms and individuals. Said
the minds of many who know him or know firms an d individuals really don't expect
about him.
many real returns in the form of more busiHis recent arrest at the University of ness from such "sheets". But they are payMississippi was to be expected. His incar- ing for what might be called "conscience
ceration on the grounds that he is either salve". They're paying Negro sharpers,
crazy or criminal was also to be expected. who "crazy like a fox", are making white
It has long been a matter of amused com- folks pay them for their race prejudice, by
ment among Southern Negroes that white saying what they know the white folk want
folks usually call a Negro "crazy" when he to hear. It's an old, tried, and true method
gets out of hand in opposition to them.
of profitable dissimulation for pay.
But what makes King's "craziness" of
King's mistake was in asking too much
some moment among Negroes is the fact
"pay" — admittance into one of the shrines
that his is a brand of —crazy" which Negroes have long wondered would some day of racial prejudice. the University of Mississippi. His mistake left him cornered. He
come to light among white people.
For King is "crazy" like a fox in the was neither horse nor alligator. He had anview of the observant Negro who has seen gered and divorced himself from the strughis likes before. Obviously, in his attacks gling Negro cohorts with his attack on the
on the NAACP and other actions clearly NAACP, and his disrespect for their desires
calculated to appeal to the predilections and and efforts. And now, here he was repudiprejudices of a certain class of white peo- ated and left on the outside by the very
ple, King was using a long established Uncle white folk he thought he had appeased. He
Tom technique for his own personal inter- had evidently expected too much of the folk
ests. It's a technique which one sees in a with whom he had sought to ingratiate himfew Negro "newspapers" or rather "news self like a fox.
sheets" that make it a practice of carrying
Professor King, and his ilk of Uncle Tom,
articles and pursuing a policy of appease- are to be pitied, watched, and converted.
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seventh to the ninth grade.
A committee of cooperating scientists
beaded by Dr. J. Ernest Wilkins Jr., nuclear
scientist and engineer will help in the determination of qualified students for technical, scientific training. Wilkins was one
of the youngest students to receive a doctorate degree from an American Universi-

Little Rock School Board

A United States District Court has taken under advisement a petition by the Little Rock's Board of Education asking for a
postponement of integration in the public
schools. The ground on which the petition
was based is spurious and, of course, unconvincing.
Wayne Upton, the president of the
Board, and Virgil Blossom, the superintendent of schools, were the principal witnesses who testified that their request for a two
and a half years delay of integration rested
upon a supposition that by that time Gov.
Orval Faubus may no longer be Arkansas'
Chief Executive.
Faubua is now running for reelection on
a platform which justifies his opposition to
Integration. Should he succeed, and it looks
that he may, he would be the first Governor
of the state to be thrice elected to that office. And there is' nothing in Arkansas
romtittition to keep him from seeking a
fourth term.
Even if he should not care to push his
political luck that far two years hence,
what guarantee is there that his successor
would not follow the same path to segregation 7
It is difficult to conceive Arkansas-electing a Governor on a platform bereft of a
pledge to maintain segregation in one form
or another. Little Rock has become a symbol of resistance which will rally, for quite
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Adventures
In Race Relations
From the moment the Amen.
can armed forces landed in Japan after Hiroshima and Nigasski until now, the natives have
had to contend with a new sodal complication — racial pre-.
Mice.
It may not have been entirely unknown before the Americana got there, but It certainly
was not the important factor it
Is now.
Native businessmen, especially those who operate restaurants, dance halls. amusement
parks and the shady hide-sways
In the red light district have
learned from hitter experience
that it is almost impossible to
cater to white and Negro soldiers.
You must have either a white
place or a colored place. Even
though the proprietor may dislike the idea of operating segregated facilities as a matter of
principal, his business sense and
experience have taught him that
he must conform or else.
While the establishments find
themselves caught in this almost unyielding vice of racial
prejudice, the girls who work in
them enjoy a certain Immunity
so long as they don't become too
well identified with either one
group or the other.
That is to say, a hostess in
a dance hall catering to whites
can also do her hostessing in a
Negro establishment if it should
become profitable to change.
Some of the very personable
young ladles who peddle a very

I wonder if there is anything I
can do to help the Negro Americans. I live in an all white community and so.I have no chance to
become personally acquainted with
any colored people.
Also I have little In the way of
money or this world's goods but if
there is some way I could help I
would be glad to do what I could.
Arenzville,

A Blond Star Dances The Blues

Twenty - three year-old Noelle ballets and divertisements to the not give credit, but who were cerAdam, the blonde dancing star of rhythms of the Caribbean, t h e tainly great students of Negro
the Eraneoise Sagan ballet, "The moan of the blues, and the beat material, have been Al Jolson, GilBroken Date," which recently of Dixieland jazz. ,As apprentices da Gray (who claimed to have
opened in New York after its Euro- in her company, or through the originated the shimmy), Georgia
pean acclaim, is the latest of Dunham schools, many youn g Gibbs and Clair Austin who sings
the white theatrical artists to take dancers have learned much from blues just like a member of the
over the Negro idiom lock, stock, the Negro star — both white and race. Ethel Waters, Billie Holiday
and barrel
colored dancers, of whom Noelle and Sarah Vaughan, among othAs soon as Miss Adam prances Adam and Earths Kitt are among ers, have had innumerable imitators.
onto the stage, ore can see Kath- the brightest disciples.
erine Dunham written all over her, Noelle Adam has a sparkling
If imitation is the sincerest form
personal commodity in a very and the sinuous Dunham technique gift for bodily projection in the of flattery, certainly many colorintimate atmosphere also find it in every one of her rhythmical theatre, and what Katherine Dun- ed performers have been most
profitable to dispense their plea. movements.
ham has given her adds to that greatly flattered. But not all of
sures to all regardless of race
Sure enough, during intermission gift a vitality and humor that them have had so brilliant a diswhen It Is possible.
makes many other ballet dancers ciple as Katherine Dunham's NoIn self defense, some white when I read the program notes,
ellg, Adam, who is a fine dancer,
seem palid by comparison.
GIs opposed to thia form of ra• I sew that Noelle Adam at sevenand no doubt proud of the influ60 integration, try to determine teen had heen "engaged by Kath- The second act of "The Broken ences of her teacher.
uhether or not the young ladies, erine Dunham with whose corn- Date" which is the only act where
Interesting enough, the score of
of their desire have made any pany she toured Europe, the only Miss Adam appears, sizzles and
sighs, throbs, and cries every ma "The Broken Date" by the young
excursions across the racial bar. white dancer in the troupe."
A stunning girl and a very at- ment that the pretty little blonde French composer. Michel Nino.,
rier
One method of determining tractive dancer, Miss Adam seems is on the stage. She is a scene makes great use throughout of the
the direction of the peregrina- to have learned a great deal stealer and a show stopper, it blues, and in the majority of its
measures, shows the influence of
tions of the young temptresses from the famous Negro star, and there ever was one.
Negro syncopation.
is to ask them to count trim what she learned makes her stand
Since the days of the minstrels,
Which makes me wonder why no
one to four.
out like -a skyrocket among all white artists of the theatre have
•
If they pronounce the numer- the other dancers in the Corps de been imitating Negro artists, copy- colored composer makes such theal four as 'four" instead of Ballet of "The Broken Date." ing from them, borrowing from atrical uses of the rich musical
heritage which we have in jazz
"fo," it is assumed they have
Almost every prance, es cry them, or learning from them and
and the blues.
not bestowed their favors upon stance, and every sway of her assimilating their material.
And why are there no Negro
Americans of darker hue.
fluid hips stem straight from the Seine have stolen from Negro written ballets as entertaining
Of course, the girl, are not former Chicago colored girl who
performers dance steps, son g and as musically modern as this
dumb just because they a r e became the high priestess
of in- stylings and comedy routines with. French created evening of dancepretty and Oriental.
terpretive dancing to the rhythms out the good grace to ever ac- drama, "The Broken Date" with
One Dixie-bred sergeant, a of jazz and whose influence on
knowledge the sources of their its little blonde syncopator movveteran in the Orient, after contemporary
dancing has been effects. Others like the minstrel, ing to the music Louis Armstrong
first administering the test, enormous, vital
and joyous.
Dan Rice, the song shouter, So- heard in essence a half century
spent an enjoyable evening with
Within the last decade, Katherine phie Tucker, and the Rock and ago in New Orleans? The musical
his Japanese enamorata, a n d Dunham has
taken jazz danc- Roll singer, Elvis Presley, have idiom belongs to
everybody.
was about to leave well satis- ing
all around the world, and has given credit to Negro influences
There is no copyright on the
fied when she called to him:
created wonderful pantomimes, And among those who did or did blues.
"Hey, Sergeant." she said.
"Yes," he replied rather im•
pattently, "what do you want
now?"
She smiled, as only an Oriental woman can, and said:
"Remember when you had
me count for you?"
"Yea, what about it," came
the gruff retort.
"You thought I was going to
say 'Co,' didn't you?"

SO WHAT'

(s) GEORGE C. GREELEY

Week By Week

ENOC P. WATERS, JR.

awhile, all the forces clamoring for preservation of the Southern way of life at all
costs. No candidate who values his political
career is likely to exhort his followers to accept the theory and practice of integration
II111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111011111111111111111111111111111111111011111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111I1111111
in the face of an hostile climate of opinion.
However they wish to prostitute themselves, Dixie politicians know that laws are
made to be obeyed. And, school integration
is a law. They may evade it, dance around
it for a while; ultimately they'll have to bow
to the High Court.
Both Upton and Blossom are, we presume, sufficiently conversant with the
facts of history to remember that a representative government lasts only itO longs as
its laws are obeyed. The Southland may
have its mores and antebellum concepts of
social justice, but it cannot arrogate unto
itself the right to rewrite the U. S. Constitution or to interpret it in the light of Southern racism.
Little Rock's Central High School might
have served as a shining example of good
citizenship behavior in a democratic, free
society had the school officials, who suggested integration originally, created the
atmosphere for the social change. They did
nothing to sustain their own judgment.
Now they plead for postponement of the
law. There are no merits to their argument,
and we hope that the District Court will so
rule.

gluHlnIHltllItIttItusnmtmIlttttllItsltHIHtttuullIlttlul When I see the many Negroes who
have achieved outstanding success
in spite of the trenendous obstacles
and the handicaps with which they
antimiut have
to contend, I am movild with
admiration for our colored AmeriOFFERS HELP
Dear Editor: I am a white man cans.
writing to you to express my sym- Two years ago I became ill and
pathy for the colored people in their "as a shut-in for quite sometime.
struggles for justice and equality. This experience has given me more
believe that the Negro has sympathy for others who are In
greatly contributed to our national trouble or who are victims of prejuwelfare and enriched our culture. dice and discrimination.

LANGSTON HUGHES

'Wake A Paintin' Of YOU!' Lady . I'm A Portrait
Artist ... NOT A Cartoonist!"

LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data

The prizewinning novel "Th e one night and having nothing bet
what have we done?' After a few
Wapshot Chronicle" by John ter to do he went out for a walk."
more such exclamations the authCheever, like most modern nov- Soon Moses wanders into a joint
or writes: "Moses dressed, kissed
els, is full of little. side-line, tan- called the "Marine Room" an d
her good night and got out of the
genital anecdotes, many of which spots a blonde "who seemed pret- building
without being seen."
could be left out but which help ty at that distance and who lookThe relationship between Moser
give life and character to the to- ed as if she didn't work for the
and the blonde continues for some
tal work. One of these anecdotes government."
weeks until one day she tells him
touches on the old theme of pickWhen Moses asks if he could that she has to go to Cleveland.
ing up a girl.
buy her a drink, she accepts and On the day of the departure,
Young Moses Wapshot goes to then tells him that the band leadMoses manages to get to the train
Washington and gets a job that er in the joint is her husband.
to see her off and she tells hint
involves "security" and is highly Oddly enough this does not seem
the following:
secret. The author goes on as fol- to bother Moses nor the girl. Even
"Oh dear Moses, I've done
lows:
more strangely, it doesn't bother something awful, and I have to
"The intense and general con- her husband who comes over aft- tell you. You know
how they alcern with loyalty at the time Mos- er a number and meets Moses ways
investigate people, I mean
es arrives in Washington h a d and exchanges small talk. When ask everybody you know about
made it possible for men and the band leader leaves. Moses you, and a man came to see me
women to be discharged and dis- asks the blonde, "Can I take you one afternoon and I told him this
graced on the evidence of 'a breath home?'
long story about how you took adof scandal. Old-timers like to talk
"Well, I don't know," she said,' vantage of me and promised to
about the past when even the girls "We just have a little apartment marry me and took all
my money
in the Library of Congress — in the neighborhood and I usually but I had to tell them something
even the archivists — could be walk but I don't think there'd be because they would have thought
hooked for a clandestine week end any harm .in you walking me I was immoral if I didn't and
at Virginia Beach, but these days home?"
I'm sorry and I hope nothing
were gone or at least in suspense They leave and the author con- bad happens to you.' Then the
for government servants. Public tinues, ''Their place was near the conductor shouted all aboard and
drunkenness
was unforgivable Marine Room — a second-story the train pulled out for Cleveland."
and promiscuity was death.
bedroom dominated by a large I am no 'authority on the mod"Private industry went its own cardboard wardrobe that seemed ern novel but I am fascinated by
way and a friend of Moses who on the verge or in the process the
detailed, unembellished picwas in the meat-packing industry of collapse. She struggled to open tures the modern writers give us
once made him this proposition: one of its warped doors and ex- of the American way of life.
The
'I've got four dirty girls coming posed a magpie wardrobe--may- above anecdote touches upon two
uP from the shirt factory in Bal- be a hundred dresses of all kinds. great concerns of our culture at
timore Saturday and I'm going to She went into the bathroom and this moment in history, sex
and
take them out to my cabin in returned, wearing a kind of mansecurity. Moses Wapshut w a
Maryland. How about it? Just you darin coat with a dragon embroid- worried about both of them. De
and me and the four of thpm. ered up the back that felt thorny
you want to know what happened
They're pigs hut they're not bad to Moses' hands.
to Moses? Well, how about paying
looking."
"She yielded easily but when ft a visit to your public library and
Of course, Moses declines hut, as Was over she sobbed a little in reading the book? It's
fun and it's
the author puts it, "feeling lonely the dark and asked, 'Oh dear free.

958Roy Argues With Self Over Film Role
'Kingfish' Early
Choice But Glad
O'Neal Was Cast
we had planned to offer a suggestion to the studio brass, as well
HOLLYWOOD — Visiting this as the director that Thu be assigncity of make believe is always a ed the part. This we had done
the column we sometimes syntreat. There is so much to admire
and so many celebrities to see dicate through Defender publicathere is always a shortage of time tions. Even after hearing of 0'
However more important, like Neal's selection for the cast there
figuring ways to cheat on expense still lingered a mild hope that
account, is the discovery that aft- Moore would get the place. Yes,
er all the "brass" responsible for 'twas a mild argument with ourcasting film roles know their way self with hope weighing heavily
around. They almost always know on both Choices.
the person or persons to fit the
There was never any doubt
parts and wherever possible to do about Fred O'Neal's role in the
so they land such individuals. And stage version being the tops. Nor
therein lies a story.
could anyone complain about his
When information hit the na- selection for the film follow up.
tion's press that "Anna Lucasta" Only thing is if any other person
would be filmed with several of memory could .play the part
members of the stage cast includ- well that person is Tim Moore.
ed in the film version there were But why argue for Moore to have
son are shown in ene of the
Productions" turned Rut sevSEPIANS IN HOLLYWOOD is
films, "One Dark Night" that
guesses galore as to what artists a place in a cast that may not
eral films for releases to all'
even
venture
new
a
exactly
not
would be secured. Jumping t h e boast his superior but most asbrought fair returns to the inNegro theatres, Here Mantan
is a bit
approach
the
though
vestors who angeled the short
gun this chronicler suggested Tim suredly has equal in the role he
Moreland and Josephine PearIndependaat comdifferent.
Moore who plays "Kingfish" on is suggested for.
lived experiment.
panies like "Minion Dollars
the Amos'N Andy television show, 'Sfunny how the roles by "Kingas the perfect character for role fish" and Fred O'Neal stole the
of the scheming brother, story's respective shows, "Amos'N Andy"
real sock be it on stage or a film and Anna Lucasta even though
This role was created on Broad- billed as supporting parts. "Amos
way by Fred O'Neal who h a s 'N Andy are supposed to be the
been brought here for the film, a "meat" in the television show by
"An;n
role
brother"
"big
Kingthe
'
plays
TIM MOORE who
perfect selection. And here lies an- same name but the antics and
na Lucasta,' now being filmed
fish" in the Amos 'N Andy
other story.
scheming of Tim Moore as "KingFREDRIC O'NEAL starred In
"Kingfish' thinkthe
is
what
the
of
one
is
series
television
Enroute here we had no infor- Fish" really sells the program.
stage production of 'Anna
to "con" someHow
here?
ing
toscene
on
"plotters"
best
When Broadway learned a
mation, at the time, about 0' And the same goes for "Anna LuLucasta" will be seen in his
one out of something you can
day. That is why Rob Rey
Neal being available. So naturally casta." Theatre goers talked more drama teacher from one of the
orignial role when this film verfor
but.
prospect
fine
a
his
rated
sion is released later this sear.
about the "big brother" part Play- eastern colleges had been chosen
•
ed by O'Neal than they did about
"Anna Lucasta" in the
play
to
"Anna" that starred Hilda Simms.
play by same name there was
If perchance you aren't famillifting. In
iar with the "brother-to-Anna Lu- quite a bit of eyebrow
casts" role we'll just say 'tis a Harlem they wondered why some
typical "Kingfish." As cheming of the numerous accepted perfellow who does everything possi- formers from that sector was not
with sterling performances past.
ble to relieve a youngster of $1,000
By AL MONROE
given the role.
he has been given to take care
OCR MR. ROB ROY now on season was EXCEPTIONALLY
The drama teacher was Hilda trek . through Hollywood appears GOOD in "Member of the Wedof his expenses when visiting his
girl friend in the big city who is Simms who combined with Fred all excited about the change in ding," on CBS-TV's Show of the
i ner, Gerry Mulligan declined to "Anna Lucasta." Now can you O'Neal, Alvin Childress and others affairs that indicate Sepians are Month Thursday. IT WAS T H
Sinatra. while refusing —I'll wind up with 60 albums."
that
What would be your six favorite Frank
was' be specific. His choices ran the imagine anyone playing that role to make the play acceptable on finally in line of procedure that role created by Ethel Waters
choice
ex- Sinatra's final
recordings,
specific
name
to
penthouse,
i m
records if stuck in a
leads to fiimland's fame and gold. Claudia occupied with a capable
one album,Vaughan Williams' Jop, "a sort of entire gamut of music from Jelly as well as "Kingfish" (T
enjoyed
for
had
it
after
preference
Broadway
pressed
and
down,
t
Moore). We can and the studio
with the elevator broken
He is particular hight on Sammy performance. ERNIE FORD ttlei
offeach featuring Ella Fitzgerald, potpourri of all kinds of music."1 Roll Morton, Coleman Hawkins,
The choice was Fred O'Neal, phenominal success in an
did.
nowhere to go?"
Davis, jr., and Harry Belafonte Tennessee farm boy who mad
Perry
and
Cole
Peggy Lee, Nat
Leonard Feather, Playboy Jazz
Anen's choice sets were: iPuke Ellington to Hindemith; the guy who got es into the self Broadway house. That move on fortunes that figure to net them good on television CAME CLOSE,
Steve
specially
album
-one
Como; and
Parker story, Music Gene Krupa, Count Basic, Woody inflicted argument.
Editor, in the magazine's July isBroadway by a college figure was a combined "take" of more than TO including Sepians on his shovat
made up, if possible, of the follow. The Charlie
sue, reports the answers he receiv- ing: Nelson Riddle, Billy May, for Sleep-walkers by Murray Mc- Herman to Rachmaninoff: Harry
The original -Lucasta" had the the signal for repeats it seems two-million during the 1958-59 sea- Thursday night. — CLOSE ENDave
ed when he posed this question to Les Brown and Les Elgart."
Eachern, Ella Fitzgerld Sings Cole James, Benny Goodman,
Minneapolis lassie, Hilda Simms osince several other "coeds" have son. — "THE GREEN P A S- OUGH TO uag sr trio of tunes
Count Basle, Dave Garroway, Peg- "I don't want to get into the Porter The Voice featuring Frank Brubeck to Richard Strauss; as "Anna." The film version will
TURES" seen on television last made famous by Sepia stars and'
imoved on to stardom on the street season in a spectacular perform singers, "Zip*y Doo Dah" (the,
gy Lee, Frank Sinatra, Steve Allen jazz field," Sinatra added, because Sinatra, Mark Murphy Sings, and Frank Sinatra, Sarah Vaughan, have Earths Kitt in the role.
of success and failores.
and Gerry Mulligan. These spread once.I start there'll be no stopping "lastly any album by Erroll Gar-;Jerry Southern to Stravinsky.
ance RETURNS TO THE sir late George fftlaket) "Charleston'*
all the way from classic jazz to the
Today there is a concentrated wave (on NBC-TV) next season Chilton and ThOmas) and "Every
to
It" a number th
classics, and from modern jazz
move on part of schocls, high (Mar. 23) under the 'hallmark ody's Doing
sponsorship. — AS late Jimmy Lunceford made tam
Fame"
of
}tall
naodermstic atonalism.
to
schools as well as the colleges
USUAL THE all-Sepia cast will cr
Count Basic chose Louis Arm• •
offer dramatic courses. In such perform in ''top roles.
strong's Corifesain' Tommy Dor•• V
IF ALL THE QUOTES attributinstitutions as Florida A and M,1
sey's I'm Getting Sentimental Over
his,
Dillard, Hampton, Virginia Union. 1 ADD DELIGHTFUL entertain ed to Sammy Davis anent
You, Fats Walter's Honeysuckle
ment on disc jockey shows- — domestic affairs were pot to mul
Rose, Ella Fitzgerld' Hard Hearted
Howard. the several Carolina'
'iMr. Wonderful" would have
JOHNNY MATHIS singin k most
Hannah, Sarah Vaughan's How
schools to mention a few there any number the ct.j elects to a full length "Symphony in Red.'
.
High the Moon, and Duke Ellingay.
classes
and
courses
time
The American Citizens Televis- are full
— IT IS FAR FLUNG enjoy- Latest chirp has his saying "Now,
ton's Warm Valley.
Juni
w
felt,
Kingfish
Many
how
ion Committee (ACT) to d a y in drama being taught.
from the all too often span I know
m
of rent
Dave Garroway's favorites leanpicture "End Of The launched a nationwide campaign the teachers of such class'ss are rock'n roll tunes most of the pro- discovering relatives about to
they do not seem to put enough goes in the
ed toward vintage jazz, with first
By BOB ROY
Belafonte
feature.
with
and
grams
SARAH VAU. take over his, house." The wife.
at
Pay-TV
made
stopping
aimed
being
act they are World''
Bix Beiderbecke's
former stars of professional stage
choice being
The cld adage "what goes in feeling into the kissing
ghan and Nat King Cole, tops for Loray, whatever else may hap.
one of the stars in the interracial promoting better programming on
the
1927 I'm Coming Virginia. Others must come out" is no more true supposed to carry on for benefit
on
drama
years (to listen to) have both de-; pen is likely to find "gold" itai
tinged film In this one Harry is the Nation's television facilities Others learned their
on his list: Woody Herman's Bijou, than where nothing is put into a of the audience and to give roone of the producers and may deThe ACT Committee, farmed in campus of some college hut they cided the big dough is on other- ter association with Davis—OFElla Fitzgeld's Lady Be Good, situation little can come out, es- mantic sock to the film anti
side-ef-the stylefence and g so 4 FERS ARE ALREADY coming
cide on an entirely new approach November, 1957, is asking for in- all know what it is all about.
scene."
Sarah Vaughan's If You Could See pecially in Hollywood.
than beto interracial romance. In most dividual memberships in the orWhen the picture "Band of An- commercial. GRAPEVINE RE- her way more regularly
Me Now, Barbara Carroll's You
The claim belongs to producers There are of course other reainterMahalia Jackson has nix. fore her marriage to Davis.
of the very old films with
ganization, It will begin publish- I
filmed on location at PORTS
was
Took Advantage of Me, and Benny and not this chronicler. For a long sons for kissing scenes to be elimgels"
a
ones
the
racial cast, particularly
ed more than $100,000 in refusing
ing a Newsletter in the fall
Goodman's 1938 Carnegie Hall Con- time producers of films have
La., the dr am a to sing blues. — AGENTc AR- ZIGGY 'JOHNSON in Chicago
inated in pictures that star Se- with Island setting, the Sepians
Believing that Pay-TV and poor Baton Rouge,
argued Sepia stars do not put the
cert album.
University
outanti
Southern
natives
at
as
teacher
appeared
GUE "pop" numbers, that Malta. over weekend for visit with his
The
In
have
like "Island
programming on free television go
Feather interviewed Peggy Lee right things, angles and sincerity pians. Picture
Sun" that starred , Harry Bela- side of the romance scenes. They hand in hand, ACT's double-prong- 1 was contacted for likely material. la could handle expertly a r e daughter and mother was quite
being
when
while
home
kiss"
Hills
"stage
Beverly
a
into
her
in
either warriors, cannibals or ed drive is aimed at finding viaysi Several students auditioned f o r more productive than gospel frank to say the Gotham hotel is
music by photographed in such scenes. One fonte, Dorothy Dandridge and Joan were
listening to recorded
Fontaine is an example here. Dan- just plain background for the ro- to improve the medium so that the major roles under Clark Gable chairing that is called for only still at Orchestra Place and John
Bach, which Miss Lee called "the the occasion of filming the life
periodically. — SINGER SAMMY R. and that John White, its own.'
the Pay-TV promoter will not be and Yvonne DeCarlo.
dridge wasn't ever supposed to mantic action and activity.
symbol of a well-organized uni• story of a famous Negro the main
COOKE driving through streets er, is in a friendly mood to be,
to hold his
However, there is time for both able to use the mediocrity of prescharacter was to kiss his girl at kiss her lover, rather
Sid. of Chicago Wednesday gain gl handled for a "room-touch" a*
verse."
get
to
chance
delayed
The
a ring he had Sepians to learn "how to kiss on ent programming against the inSix LP sets were her favorites end of picture. "So clumsy was hand and display
given her. The same was true of screen" and Hollywood to permit terests of the American people. ney Pottier ruled out any chance some place ended up going no ' Patterson and Jackson used t
in the popular music category: the action," the producer said,
The ACT Committee holds that for a talented student to get the! where at all because a lady driv- say of sleeping "on the cuff
romantic scene between Belathe
and
changed
Thing,
was
situation
the
Is
"the
Nat Cole's Love
to checking. In the
ultimate result of Pay-TV will part. Yes, the schools about the, er overlook trunk of his ear with deals." — FLASH! WHAT Ziggy
Joan. They were not interracial cheek
and
fonte
two
the
have
to
shifted
for
swingscere
Songs
the
Frank Sinatra's
to be shown kissing. "Just "talk- the meantime we'll sit baek and be the darkening of mary chan- country are showing increased in- , bumper of her car and a crash dosen't know, however, is our boss
camera
the
to
backs
Hey!
their
with
Riddle's
Nelson
Lovers,
in'
see ing" romance and love with most watch Sepia starred films end with nels now in use, the eventual of- terest in the drama today. And; resulted that did nothing more is still the guy who invented
Let Yourself Go, Jackie Gleason's where the audience could not
the wrist watch to refrain from
depth left to the imagination the stars backs turned to camera fering of similar programs that with Sepians receiving better than to delay both parties.
O000h! the orginal-cast album of what they were doing. "It is not of the
•••
going into his pocket for expense
make of the theatre goers watching the It worked once and the film drew are now shown without fee, and breaks in Hollywood there is a,
My Fair Lady, Count Basic's set a matter of Negroes do not
CLAUDIA McNEIL, the ex-cab- money that planes and trains deat box office. Perhaps it will con- the use of commercials just as in chance the decision may pay off
scenes," finishing product.
featuring Joe Williams' The come. good lovers in romantic
aret singer who went Broadway mand when you ride 'mt.
our nresent system
handsomely
It will be interesting to sec what tinue as the way of things.
the producer said. "It is simply
back.
By ROB ROY

Colleges Now Prepare Students For!
Careers In Musk, Pop, Classic

Duke, Ella, Basle, Vaughan Lead As
Stars Name Their Disc Favorites
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Let's Call'Em Queens Of Chirpry;They Deserve Title
Sarah Vaughn Is
Princess' Choice

Ella Fitzgerald
Set For JATP-TV
Ella Fitzgerald is Bing Cros- son. With the situation as it is toby's choice as the nation's num-I day there is little chance hat the
get her
her one female singer. She is also number one singer will
Shore.
the choice of this corner. But bet own program a-la-Dinah
For that reason it would he a
ter yet the little "TisketA Taskher as the
et" girl. Is the choice of tune lov- great thing to have
a JATP proers the world over. Her records number one artist on
as Norman Granz
are among the best yellers in more gram such
entertainment
different countries than any other would present for
of the millions-odds viewers and
artist can boast.
The potency of the Ella Fitz- tuners-ins.
Whenever the question "who is
gerald talents was magnified refemale singer" is ancently during the discussion of a the greatest
is never a dissenttelevision spectacular planned swered there
Ella Fitzgerald is
One of the major chains was bid- ing vote when
named. Yes, "Miss Tisket A
ding for services of Norman Grans
is the nation's choice
to produce and direct such a pro- Tasket"
There are known copycats for
with
basis
shot
one
a
gram on
every style of singing that is site
chances of a series being set lip.
I cessful. Ethel Waters has b e C 11
Norman, the report says. appear- greatly copied and so have many
ed willing but added he must have others. However few attempt to
final say as to who would star copy Ella. Reason/ She sings
know
should
who
CROSBY,
BING
the show. His first, everything and well. And few newSARAH VAUGHAN
makes no bones about naming snd appear on
and ton selection was Ella Fitz- comers to the trade will attempt
Ella Fitzgerald the greatest of
she sings in a can sing rock 'n' roil, blues and
to match that accomplishment! several others since
present day female tocalist. The ^^1(1
is
aetup woeld he wonder- As one critic has said "To copy number of ways making her hardl progressive pop. And each one
mu.' know is quite seek
"grov•e-"
equal or match." Ella a jewel in itself.
either
to
to
has
ful
a
one
for
permost
Ella,
copy
deserving
Fitzgerald
Ella
a singer himae!:.
•

critics
have
When Princess Grace, the form-!Several record
er Grace Kelly, elected to invite named her as their favorite singer
singers from her former home- and two of her numbers "Coffee"
land to sing at a fiesta in t h e and a special treatment of "The
Castle she favored two. Frank Si- Lord's Prayer" as the tops for
natra. an old buddy and Sarah the tune
Sarah Vaughan has come a lono,
Vaughan whose chirping she adways since her first starring stint
mired back in the states.
Miss Vaughan was on tour of as vocalist with E a r 1 "Fettle'
the ITS when informed of her Hines and his band. That bano, it
luck and immediately started' re must be remeMbered boasted an
arranging her schedule so as to other great chirper, Billy Eckstine
by name. But however great Bill,
comply with the Royal request.
Miss Vaughan who had spent was and whatever his popularit‘
most of her time here in the U.S. Miss Vsughan managed to hold
filling engagements that cemo her own in the aggregation's pop
rather steadily considered this a ularity department.
Atter that stint she moved out
break for her popularity and a
stepping stone to greater accom. on her own and soon became -one
nlishments abroad. Thus she set of the nation's top "singles" From
out to have arranged the current New York to Hollywood with retour that has had her on foreign turn trips to Chicago which she
claims to be her "professional ELLA FITZGERALD, says cros:
soil for a number of months.
This, perhaps the greatest sin- hoine" (she was born in New Jer-I by, is the greatest female singer
gle honor achieved for and by cry) her fame has been hailed. in the land today. King made the
Miss Vaughan is surely not the Yes, it is easy to refer to Sarah.'torment during a quiz broad
only one to corms her 11 ay since as one of the "queens of chirpry", cast several month, ago and
she hit the top of vocalist row. as they Say along the ''hep" stroll.1 cently repeated the statement.

•

Beauty Marks Fashionable Beasley-Johnson Nuptials In Chicago

• THE WINDY CITY'S SOCIALITE set crowded the
fashionable First Unitarian Church of Chicago recently
to witness the wedding of Judith Alice Beasley
daughter of Mrs. Morris Williams, Jr. of Chicago and
Mexico
and the city's renowned pediatrician. Dr. E. W.
Beasley.
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• DEMUlitP4ND REGAL in an exquisite original by
Ruiz Galindo or Mexico of pure silk and satin, the bride
• enters the church on the arm of her father. Enhancing
the beauty of the magnificent gown was the cathedral
length lace mantilla which Galindo combined with a high
orange blossom crown and tulle blusher.
Adding an
elegant touch were hand sewn jewel embroidered pumps
I

to otti

who became the bride of Brooks Thomas Johnson, a
University of Chicago law student. The impressive double ring service, solemnized by the Rev. Damon Young,
minister of St. Mark Methodist church, also was attended by friends of the principals from all over the country.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Antone Fontes

by Esteban of Mexico. Center photo: As a battery of
photographers recorded their shining moment a handsome groom plants a kiss on his bride's cheek as she
puckers up to return the caress. Note the heart shaped
diamond necklace, "something borrowed" from a long
time family friend, Mrs. Truman H. Gibson Jr. Judy's
bouquet is a cascade of lilies of the valley, especially

of Plymouth, Mass., and a national honor student and
track star. A portion of the crowd of some 260 wedding
guests is shown above. The wedding reception followed
immediately in the Grand Ballroom of the Sheraton
hotel on No. Michigan blvd. An estimated crowd of 1,000
attended the elaborate affair. The bride, a graduate of

designed for. her wedding by Mona Gardens, who did the
floral decor for the wedding and reception. Wedding and
reception coordinator was the North Shore's Mary Jane
Keiss; Hazel Halliborton of House of Brides, was in
charge of bridal services. Photo right: Charming foils
for the exquisite bride were her bridesmaids, matron of
honor, Mrs. Diane Dickerson Brown, (center) whose

the exclusive Francis Parker private school in Chicago
also attended the University of Mexico in Mexico City
were she majored in Spanish. Flying to Chicago for
the wedding was a classmate there, Mrs. Gloria Bernal,
Mexico City.

wedding a few years back was another fashionable
highlight; maid of honor, Jill, the bride's 11 -year - old
sister (front right) Others are Jan Branion, her 4-yearold cousin; Barbara Myers, Lorain, Ohio; Beverly Myers,
Cleveland; Karen Gibson and Mrs. Ann Cook. Their
gowns, Dior models by Picone, were of pale pink peao
de soie worn with matching satin and tulle headpieces. ,
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• A TOAST TO bliss is extended the radiantly happy
couple by their parents. The bride's mother was stunning in cinnamon re - embroidered Alencon lace sheath,
a French import dramatized by a silk chiffon harem
pouf. She was escorted to her seat in the church by her
nephew, Bryant S. Mason, young son of Dr. and Mrs.

• THE RECEIVING line formed between two stylized trees of white peonies and white gladioli at the south
end of the majestic Grand ballroom of the famed Northaide hotel. The groom's. mother, stately in aqua lace

•

Ulysses Grant Mason jr., of Cleveland. Center photo:
Extending their congratulations and best wishes to the
newlyweds are Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Jones. Photo
right: Mrs. Phillip Williams, wife of one of Chicago's
prominent young medics; Miss Anita Martin and her
mother, Mrs. Louis E. Martin, wife of the editor-in-chief

with which she wore black accessories is shoytn third
from the right. The groom's brother (left of the bride's
mother), William Small of Boston, Mass., was best man.

of the Chicago Defender and Mrs. Ephraim Greer, whose
husband is also one of the Windy City's leading doctors.
Society's most brilliant event, smart parties and showers preceded the nuptials. Entertaining for the bride and
the groom were William Goldbaum, the bride's coiffeur
stylist; Mesdames.Harry Gibson, Edward Gibson, Tru-

Note the bridesmaid's bouquet, unique cabbage rose arrangements of happiness roses dripping with garnets.
Following a leisurely motor trip along the Eastern seaboard, Mr. and Mrs. Brooks Thomas Johnson will re-

man K. Gibson jr., Hazel Renfroe, Dr. Henrietta MacMillan, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Brown sr., Misses Betty Jane
Rodgers, Cynthia Cole, Rochelle Reed, Yvonne Bowman;
Dr. and Mrs. Walter Grant sr., Mrs. Sydney P. Brown.
aunt of the bride; Mrs. Robert Cole sr., and Messrs and
Mesdames Earl B. Dickerson and Nelson F. Brown.

side on E. Hyde Park blvd. in the fashionable Hyde
Park residential area on Chicago's Southside. (Defender Photos by Rhoden)
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FEIMIRATION NEWS
Chattanooga,[ convention . . . who wore a conon
Converging
.was the large delega- versation-stopper black silk organtion of City Federation club dele- za which featured a short harem
gates who left our Fair City the skirt — and the lady's eersonality
night of June 9, from Leh: Walk- is positively contagious! Enjoyed
er Club house, to attend the Ten- meeting Mrs. P. M. Nixon of Nash.
nessee Federation of Women's silk, who sax one of Mrs. Venson's many guests at her table.
clubs.
walte, president, Mrs. A. K.
ville, Teen., recording secreDENTAL AUXILIARY — The
,
Smith; Mrs. W. H. Young, cot
They had a chartered bus for Altogether it was a wonderful cu -1
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Tennessee Dental
nest Carter, Brownsville, Tenn.
ae sure that they had a merry of a local social round-up before
Dr. 1. 3. Singleton, Nashville.
Nixon, Rasliville, Tenn., presP. M. Nixon, Nashville, Tema.,
held a two day meeting durSTATE AND NATIONAL OFMrs. J. B. Sigleton, Nashville,
Tenn-, executive board memtime back there. Mrs. Cora b so many folk hie away to the four
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ber; and Dr. and Mrs. W. It
Robinson of Chattanooga, the state corners of the USA and abroad
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Jackson, Tenn., Mrs. S. P.
president-e
Nixon,
Dentorganization in Memphis last
Stale
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George W. West, Jr; Mrs.
Bell of Jackson. Tenn. Mrspresident had announced the con- WINDING UP THE NEWS
Mrs. KHarris, Nashville, Tenn., treasArailiao;
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to right are Mrs.
state
gay
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was
al convention
Our esteemed boss at Tri-State
Vasco Smith, Mrs. B. F. Mc.
Bell is the national secretary
vention theme . . . "Vigilance is
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national
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Cleave; Mrs. Roberts, Hash(Withers photo.)
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once of Mrs. Irene McCoy Gaines ters there of Alpha Phi Alpha will
NH, Mrs. E. B. Cole, Nash
Chicago, Ill., National President gather in a joint meeting on Thurswho
day e% ening, June 19, at their
:if Colored Women's clubs,
as the guest speaker. Every con- famed pyramid club, to be follow.
atof
ed
by a buffet served in the 'Lowcomfort
,deration for the
"tiding delegates was made by er Exchange" of the club. He is
:e East Tennessee club Women. to be special guest on the ocinong those going from here were casion.
Irs. Marie L, Adams, president of ;
Mrs. Hilda Helm, Mr. and Mrs.
The C. C. Sawyer Home at 1415
ay Federated Clubs of Mem- The Orange Mound Ladies for
scene !Robert E. Mebane, Mr. and Mrs.
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Parkway,
S.
eis; Miss Freddie Mae Jones, Progress club will hold an annuall
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tEDICAL AUXILIARY NEWS
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Capturing first prize was Mrs.
Trying to keep cool' So are wel of geed pearls and sequins. The
at the home of the parents of the
ed 6 pounds. 4 ounces.
A reception was IwId at the the festivitiesMartin; second. Sirs. Adkins, knd all. Don't let the heel beat youl former Miss Neely carried a white
atately home of the Neely's which; Earlier in the ?isolate Mrs.
grandparents are bride. The dining room was beastpaternal
The
the booby went to Miss Grand. down.
I pearl prayer book, on which was was -beautifully
Wally decorated, where the bride's
decorates! with1 Woods gave a Spring dinner for
Mr. and Mrs. II A. Collins, sr., table was centered by the wed-- white carnations. elailiolus andl six of the seniors who were pupils
ph
flack
of
979
ding
cake and enchanced with
greenery. Especially lovely wast of hers when they were in 1 h e
Brown 'Is' kirrve sells son b. fts...
Iter parents are Mr. and Mrs. white roses and gladiolus. As the
tied op by molting shallow cuts hit
the dining room, which was a ninth and tenth grades. They were
Site tops and inverting various Wscene of ceitstanding floral beauty. i Misses Dorothy Hamlett, ChrisJohn Harris, of Louisville, Ky.. many guests arrived, they were
assisted by Mrs. Ora Morgan
ings before booking. Dates and
The six tier wedding cake was tine Lowe, and Ida Lee Reid, Ira
who came to Memphis for the ocand Meta Lucille Boyd.
&worsted with tine wedding bellsi Lee Jones, George McKinnie, and 1 honey, molasses and orange, and
casion, and were here on Father's
cheese mix•s or.••amples.
The young couple are at home
, and delicate pastel shades of lit- Robert Ingram,
Day.
at 814 Buntyn,
.
i
GUESTS
RECEPTION
NASHVILLE. Tenn. -- The three and real-life practices.
; awarded the master of arts degree [
blue lace. Their shoulder corsages
Some of the guests observed at
dsiughters of Dr. and Mrs. James
Among the graduates of klehar•I' in library science last month front
were of white carnations.
the reception were: Mr. and Mrs.
A. Bone have soundly refuted the: ry Medical college this week iv George Peabody college here.
GROOMSMEN
Tom Clay, Miss Virginia Witte.
widely held notion that only . Mrs. Georgia Bone Mitchell, re-1 She was the only Negro in her
•
Serving the groom as best man Mrs Katie Dennis, Mrs, AfiA
.
sons can continue traditions set ceiving the same medical degree class.
was his brother, Robert Reid of Bland, Mr. and Mrs. James Brown,
by their fathers.
j her father attained some years! Mrs. Ethel Bone Moses is do-;
E. St, Louis. Groomsmen were Mrs. Ruth Parker, Alta Richiing special study toward a doctor.
The Bone daughters are doing ago . . . from Meharry.
(harks Isabel, Thaddeus Stokes, ardson, Robert Payne, Mr. and
it in both scholastic attainment' Miss Jean Marie Bone WU' of phi/osophy degree in music al1
In an impressive setting of carwi- 1 DECORATIONS
Aubrey
Thompkins, Ernest With- Mrs. Bill Phillips, Mrs. Addie
and hack, with roes of ruffled
Columbia university,
lee and white fleral decorations' The ceremony was performed be' tulle from waist to hem. Her illus. ers, Sc,, Joseph Isabel, John Tay- hunt and mother, Miss Barbara
Mrs• Mitchell' the new nnY. ' the marriage of Mies Cora Eliza- i Elder W. W Fordhain of Nash- ion fingertip veil fell from a filli- ' lor. I. H. Murphy and Raymond Burks, Miss Elsie Dallas, Mrs. Ansician in the Bone family, a h'ftadS
beth k McCann L. Reid was a, vale. Tenn., assisted be Rev. 1). W. gree coronet of rhinestones; andi Reid of E. SI. Louis, the latter nie Dawkins, Mrs. Ruby Patton,
• A. neg.
Mr. and Mrs. Santwe Goldston,
"'"scene of colorful beauty at Collins Chapel. before an arched arrange- she carried an arrangement of a brother of the groom.
foreign languages from Fisk um—
Miss Miriam Bowen. Mr. and Mrs.
Chanel Ca1E church, Stuelay, June ment of Candelabra and white tap.' purple throated white orchids poisversity, and an M. A. degree in a, at 4
RELATIVES AND
Williams, Mr. and Mrs.
Billie
ers. interspersed with standards of ed on a white prayerbook.
French from Middlebury college,
OUT-OF-TOWN GUESTS
clemmie Ryans, !Rise Katherine
, The bride is the daughter of Mr. white gladiolus and snapdragons. ATTENDANTS
Vermont.
Besides the groom's brother. White, Mee. Helen Tarpley, Mr,
1.0S ANGELES — June 21 Is! Walton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
The bridesmaids weee Mrs. Ruth Robert Reid and Raymond Reid and afra. Harrison Clay, Mr, and
Besides this. she has done knee- , and Mrs. Clarence E. Isabel of, THE BRIDE
that 'day-of-days' for pretty Mary Williani Walton — she'll walk ial study in French at McGill
tine 772 Ilanley st.: and Mr Reid is! The bride. given in marriage by Clemons of F. St. Louis, le., the of E. St. Louis, who were mem- Mrs. James C. Johnson and many
the son of Mr. and Mrs Jeesse. her father, was radiant in the ex- groom's sister; Mrs. Dorinda bers of the bridal party, other E others.
down the aisle of University Meth- versity Canada.
Mrs. Mitchell was instructor of Reid, sr.. of Fast St. Louis, Ill. , quisite full length gown fashioned Gray, Miss Bernetta Smith, Mrs.
Isonimans present were Mr.
odist church to plight her troth
French and acting head of the' A program of nuptial music was' of Chantilly lace and tulle ruffles. Bernice Strong, Mrs. Elizabeth end Mrs. Jesse .1. Reid, Sr., the
' to her fiance, Louis King, son of
played
by Albert Reid of F. St.; Its lace bodice fashioned of an oval Sherman and Mrs. Ruby Aldridge, groom's parents; his sister, Mrs.
foreign language department at!
Mr. and Mrs. George King of Florida A&M university from 1950- Louis. !II a cousin of the groom.: neekiine featuring silt' scollops, who wore identical full waltz
Ruth ('lemon, who served the
Pittsburgh, Pa. The Rev. Mate 54. During a part of this period' Musical eelectiens were residered I highlighted with brillients, long length gowns of pale green em- bride as matron of honor; and his
klnists,
by
Miss
Ann
brocade,
their
broidered
Suttle
empire
sleeves
ending
in
petal
she
officiate
at the
points at
did special pre-medical study i
cousin, Albert Reid, the organist
PARIS — To sack-swimsuits, ha. rice Dawkins will
in preparation for a medical edu- and Albert Motlow, while Mrs., the wrists, was fastened at the bodices featuring rosinded neck- Elder W. W. Fordham of Nashand beach middies 1 candlelight 8 p. m. ceremony.
Charles R Iles. ire Mr Myrtle 1 hack with lace covered buttons lines that descended into V cut ville, Tenn., officiated at the wedWalton.
a
cation
Mary
at
her
father's
Bride-elect
school.
French add coquettish parasols,.
Miss Jean Marie Bone has a. Surrell and Mrs. John Taylor sang ! to the elongated waist. The voliim- backs, end outlined with pleated ding. ceremony.
Yehsh-fringed sun glasses, Gibson teacher in the Los Angeles pub
a trio selection. During the cere-, inous skirt poised over full petti- green chiffon cemberbunds with
Other relatives seen at the wedgirl hats and romantic Hawaiian lic school system, is a graduate B. A. degree in social science mony. the Wedding Prayer was, coats
was fashioned of inserted full floating back panels. Their ding were the bride's aunt. Mrs
CaliLane
Southern
University
from
of
.
of
college,
Jackson,
anklets.
sung
by
Mrs.
headbands
Elizabeth
with
Martin.
floral
matching
lace panels down the center front
0. C Stalks who (hose a peacock
'fornia with a degree in element- Tenn., and she has done special
The latest French parasols are
butterfly head veils dotted with embroidered cotton satin frock with
ary education. A member of Del- study in library science at Tenpagoda shaped with the center of
wrist
gauntlets
rhinestones,
of
and
a matching full chiffon back panel
ta Sigma Theta sorority, she is nessee A & I State university. She
the open dome coming to a conebrocade were all of the pale green which fell from the low hack
very popular in the smart young formerly was librarian at Carver
shaped peak.
color of their gowns. Wearing pink neckline: and Mrs. Otis Catchiness
set and is a member of the Inde• High school, Brownsville, Tenn.
carnatiens wrist corsages on their the bride's sister, her aunt and
With summer chemises romam pendent church.
Mrs. Moses has the ft. A. and
green gauntlets they carried pink 'mete, Mr. and Mrs. George Isa•
tic parasols in 1900 style prove a
The groom attended Johnson C. the M. A. degrees from Fisk unifloral Japanese fans.
bel, and her cousins, Miss Josepiquant contrast. Flounce-edged Smith in Charlotte, N. C., where versity. She has studied voice
Serving as junior bridesmaida phine Isabel and Mrs. Ethel Isle
and covered with embroidered fly- he received his degree in mathe under two prominent New York
Ion, they are "oo-la-la" accessor- malice and later attended Univer- City instructors and she has done
were Miss Lana Taylor and Miss bet Thompson.
ies.
Marilyn !vibe!, the latter a sister ItfTEPTION FOLLOWS
sity of Pittsburgh from which special work at the Juillard School
of the bride, who wore Pink em•
Paris sun-glasses now are trim- school he receivedi
his degree n of Music.
Mr. and Mrs. Isabel entertain
broidered brocade gowns fashionPresently
teacher at Rockmed with curvy "doll eyelashes" engineering. At present, Ise is
ed with a wedding reception imgathered
waltz
ed
length
of
full
land County State hospital. Orangewhich do not need mascara. More employed by Rocketdyne.
mediately following the ceremony
skirts, with pink chiffon sashes. at the Top Hat and Tails ('bibsporty models have a small peakMrs. Alice Hamilton, matron of burg. N. Y., Mrs. Moses formerly
and
butterfloral
headbands
Their
university.
taught
at
Florida
A&M
shield attached to each eye-glass. honor, heads the bridal party that
house on South Parkway. The refly veils dotted with rhinestones ceiving line was formed in the
includes bridesmaids Sallye Jones, Aill three daughters were
their
gowns
and
matched
their
horn
in
Nashville
and
attended
—
living room before an arrangebrocaded gauntlets. Their wrist ment of standards of candelabra New mild "Lysol" bring/
public school here, graduating
you a special sense of freshness.
corsages were of white carnations
from Pearl High school
and arrangements of white snapand their fans of pale green.
Dr. Bone is a staff member of
dragons and gladiolas. The bride's Douche with it regularly. II
the Veterans hospital, Tuskegee,
Mrs. Bernice Benson of Nash- table was overlaid in a cloth of
keeps you from offending.
ville, Tenn., was the matron of hon- ecru Ince, centered v•ith a beanie
Ala. Ile formerly enjoyed a wide
or, and her yellow embroidered fel three tlerred cake Serving "Lysol" brand disinfeetane
practice here where he and Mrs.
brocade gown and niatching gaunt- were Miss Marjorie Blanchard, ends odor at its source, by killing
Bone maintains their home.
while yOur sleep I
lets, floral headband, veil and fan Miss Maxine Weir, Mist' Vic- odor-causing
germs.
were identical to those of the brides toria Aldridge, Mist; Sean flamilBaked'
maids. Her wrist corsage was of ten, Mrs, Ethel Lois Thompson, Yet "Lysol" Is gentle. Wool
fee *
white carnations.
Miss Josephine liable, Miss Mable harm delicate insides. Doan a far
Serving as flower girls were the Allen, Mrs, Vician Ford, Miss Lim better job than any home-style
Little Mis.7es Kathy Dianne !les da flerrisnn, Mies Ann Suttles and douche,
including vinegae.
.*
and Veva L. Isabel — the bride's Mrs. Sylvia Graham.
Try it and see!
cousin. Their long white organdy
The bride is a graduate of Tengowns were empire staled with nessee State university and has For free booklet on
pink satin sashes They wore pale done .graduate work at the Uni- approved methods
pink and white floral circlets on versity of Cincinnati. She is a of douching, write
their heads, while gloves and car- member of Alpha Kappa Alpha tot "Lysol," Lincoln,
ried wicker baskets of pink and sorority and a member of the
white snapdragons nestled in white faculty of Klondike school. Mr. III., Box NN-405,
Lovas BRIDE — Miss Cora
The bride, a vision of inept'.
bale.
Reid attended Oakwood college and
Elisabeth Isabel, daughter of
nesse, is sin wn after the colorMOTHERS
Boston oniversity, from which he
Mr. and Mra Clarence E. Isaful ceremony. The bridegroom
Seated just before the wedding, holds the B. S. degree in journalbel, of 772 Handy st., became
THE MILD3
11:
130
1
fN
is currently a staff writer with
the bride's mother was lovely in ism, He is a staff member of the
the bride of McCann L. Reid.
Elake•
the
TraState
Defender.
a
short formal gown of nink chit- Tri-State Defender newspaper The
Kentucky Streight Knudson Whiskey •55,, hid
.01• nil rtmovc•
•
last Sunday in impreesive rites.
ly Photo.)
fnn. The ern( m's mother choae
,
Kraal • Ancient April!, Cs ,franktorl, Ky.
couple are at home at 1756 ',elseat Collins Chanel CME church.
short formal dress uf hyacynth loma ave.
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New Arena For
1960 Olympics
Ready In Rome

•r

NEW YORK — A new arena for
the 1960 Olympic Games in Rome
now stands ready for world athletes.
The doomed Palmetto dello
Sport, another masterful, concrete
structure by Italian engineer Pier
Luigi Nervi, is featured in the
current Issue of Architectural Bee.rd, the professional magazine for
architects and engineers published
by F'. W. Dodge Corporation. Annibale Vitellozzi was the architect.
The arena's circular inner hall,
match against Carmen Basile,
for the new champ include a
agery of Akins' attack as the
called a merciful halt, giving
scheduled for 15 rounds bekins handed Vince Marlines
192 feet in diameter, will seat 5,- AKINS PITCHING -M ARTINEZ
in New York in SeptemberCalifornia's
with
bout
the
lucrative
slugger
became
52
Louis
the
St.
at
win
TKO
a
Virgil
the
of
and
survivors
crown.
two
wrestling,
the
tween
welterweight
to gain the
000 for boxing and
CATCHING—The sports world
(LPI Telephotos.)
Golden Boy Art Aragon or a
30th champion in the 66 year
second mark of the fourth
six man elimination tourney
Akins bounced Martiner off the
4,000 for tennis or basketball. The is still bussing over the savProspective matches
sate
division.
the
show
Photos
round.
Kessler
bout
referee
Harry
before
the
In
times
dome's apex rises 70 feet above
nine
Akcanvas
Virgil
age beating that
the playing surface.
In the Palazzetto, "concrete has
been shaped by Nervi to speak elo.
quently of structure, of crawtsmanship, and of its own nature as a
material' according to the editors
of Architectural Record.
The 194-foot dome — actually
designed as a ribbed membrane
— seems to rest very lightly on
Its 36 Y-shaped supporting trestles. The dome was built of pre•
cast, reinforced concrete coffers.
With insulation and roofing added,
the thickness of the dome comes
4 3-4 in.
The cost of the arena was $8.25
per sq. ft., an economical figure.
The Olympic Arena is one of
Continuing one of their greatest and acts that are keeping the fans
three amphitheatres studied in the
current issue of Architectural Rec- road seasons in team history, Syd in stitches.
pictorial
ord. Also included in this
Pollock's Indianapolis Clowns this
a good pitch with
presentation are the proposed As- week head for New York City and Tut fishes for
hook and line; catches with a giIllinois,
of
University
Hall,
sembly
a Sunday afternoon engagement
duels with BeChampaign - Urbana; and the Los with a leading independent club at gantic mitt; plans
bop and the fans; shoots fireAngeles Memorial Sports Arena. Yankee Stadium.
crackers behind the umpires and
The University of Illinois AssemAdvance talk indicates that the
side-splitting anbly Hall is designed to seat 20,000 Clowns will have one of their larg- a host of other
for speeches, 18,000 for basketball, est crowds of the current baseball tics.
or 4.000 for theatrical perform- campaign. They have been on the The Clowns, with their cham•
ances. This structure is a 400-ft. road 29 years and still rank as pionship baseball and diamond
ribbed concrete saucer, half bur- baseball's top diamond attrction. show, have so captured the fancy
ied in the earth for easy access Sunday's game will be high- of baseball followers this year
ta the seating mid-point and the lighted by the Rock 'n Roll Fun- that they have found It necessary
exposition ring and lobby surround- show featuring the one a n d to turn down a series of road
ing it. Insulation board will be only King Tut, team veteran and bookings. At least a dozen apused as liner for the dome, which head of the laugh producing de• pearances in North Carolina alone
will be plastic coated for weather partment. Tut teams with his half- had to be cancelled because of
protection
pint counterpart, Midget Bebop, previous committments.
Architects: Harrison and Ahrato produce the biggest drawing
snovitz; structural engineers: AmLES CHARMENTES, Cocktail
card in diamond history. Before
man and Whitney; mechanical
in- fashions, Modern Jazz Room.
the
between
and
game
the
nament director. arid Layne
Ant in Washington, D C., to
SIFFORD AGAIN — Charles
engineers! Syska and Hennessy.
ings, the two touch off hilarious State and Randolph sts., June 17,
Leoffler, S. G. I.eoffler cornoutdistance the 28-person pro.
Sifford, second from left, the
Consultante: Bolt. Beranek and
p.
9
to
4
comedy with a variety of tricks
pany, which has operated U.
field. Seen with "Cool Charlie"
mighty mite of Philadelphia
Neviman; and Ben Schlanger.
C. public links for 50 years
Thomas, Rockville, Md., top
and California, has done it
University architect: Ernest Stoufand company promoted t h e
Thomas,
tour.
Tim
home
strolo
amateur;
two
coming
again,
fer.
81,000.edded tournament.
es ahead in the recent Pro.
The Los Angeles Memorial
Sports Arena, currently under
construction, will be framed in
steel; the 318,000 sq. ft. area will
be spanned by trusses and thus
bed the football and baseball
completely free of columns. The
AFFAIR OF CHAMPIONS —
A
championships of the C I
arena floor itself measures 150
Dr. John Mitchum, (left)
Eighteen more days of racing Misty Isle Handicap, at six fur-,
Brown
Roger
this year. Head coach (footby 231 ft. Floor to roof measures
to
awards trophy
all-star
an
attracted
has
longs,
Park,
Washington
at
remain
ball) Vernon "Skip" McCain
15 ft. approximately the equal of
of Nyack, New York who
through July 5, with two $20,000• array of stakes winning threeand Earl Banks (baseball
seven-story building.
garnered two firsts in recent
year-old fillies. Saturday (June
first
the
highlighting
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added
30,000
The inner hall will seat
coach) made similar awards.
CI AA track meet (disnis
21) the grass course will be thei
of
phase
Arlington
the
of
week
John Sample andVernon
for conventions, 19,000 for boxing,
and javalin) at Morgan State
the cordinated meeting at the scene of the Grassland Handicap,
Vaughn graduating all Amen.
and 18,000 for basketball. Access
college. It was the Hew L's first
last run here in 1955 and renewed
course.
Homewood
designed
is
proper
cans were present.
to the arena
major affair with the thinthis year at six furlongs.
WASHINGTON, D. C. — A turn- at this sity's Langeon Golf Arn tournament which saw pro
Califon
from
arrival
Meantime,
houses)
as
(such
exhibits
so large
clads. The shore college grab
The Misty Isle nominees are out of almost 200 golfers showed! course for the second annual Pro- Charlie Sifford Philadelphia and
may be brought directly in for nia over the weekend of racing's
amateurs Ray Thomas, Rockville,
richest thoroughbred in training, headed by Agoura Stock Farm s
display.
with a lucky punch early ill the
Md , and Vernice Turner, Ocean
• The entire building will be air Round Table, gave extra national Leisure Lady, fresh from victory
first round and never recovered.
meeting.
to the
conditioned and will contain a significance
City, N. J., win top individual
Girl
the
May
in
Stakes
13
Goose
Otherwise, Boyd feels he would
central refrigeration and heating Travis Kerr's great fou - year - at Hollywood Park: Calumet
honor.
have handled Calhoun.
plant. For hockey contests, there old, winner of 20 of his last 22 Farm's A Glitter, winner of the
TUESDAY'S CARD:
The $1,000-added tournament
will be a permanent ice rink 85 starts, has earned $1,056,264, only May 17 Betsy Ross at Garden
..Carlo Sarlo. Chicago. vs. Jerry
$231, 301 back of Nashua and
was underwritten by S. G. Loef•
by 200 ft. in size.
MoHasty
House
Farm's
State;
Jordan, Chicago, 8 rounds, 147 lbs.
$28,496 behind Citation in the all- desty Handicap
fler company, operators of t h e
winner Melody
..Candy Martin, Chicago, vs. Ted
Washington, with
time standing.
in
links
public
Mine; Anthony Graffagnini's BurMeeks Chicago, 5 rounds, 160 lbs.
the sanction of the UG k's affiliate,
Trainer Bill Molter indicated detta, three-year-old who was third
the Eastern Golf Association and
Willy Johnson, Chicago, ss. Hum.
that Round Table's first start back of more seasoned Bornastar
sponsorship of UGA's local unit,
berto Salcido, Chicago, 5 rounds,
would be in the $50,000-added Arch and Pucker Up in the recent
Washingof
The Royal Golf Club
Ward Memorial on the turf course Beverly Handicap, and others.
Boxing activity gains momentum 165 lbs.
ton Players from nine states and in Chicago this week with two card King Craig, Chicago, ss. Joe
June 28. Round Table also is eligi- High on the list of Grassland
Springfrom
d
extending
cities
$100.000-adde
stakes,
25
ble for two
nominees are Fred W. Hooper's
in eight days scheduled by the Woodward, So. Ben., 4 rounds,
the Equipoise Mile Aust 9 and the Alhambra, who already has set
field, Mass., to Pinehurst, N. C. International Boxing Club.
.135 lbs.
entered the tournament.
Washington Park Handicap Sept. 1. two grass course track records,
Tuesday night at Joe Louis Gym, Willie Westbrook, Chicago, vs,
Thus, the tempo of major racing at Hialeah and
at Washington
Bentley pre- Eddie Allen, Chicago, 4 rounds,
Sifford turned in 213 strokes, Matchmaker Ben
up with still Park, this year.
here is stepped
John Zitnik's
three under par, for 54-holes and sents the small club production 147 lbs.
other nationally ranked thorough- Manassas, the turf sensation of
8500 in pro money, followed by with Carlo Sarlo and Jerry Jor
breds here or on their way here 1957 whose best in 1958 stakes
215 and $200, W. Bishop, Ph(laclel- dan meeting in the eight round
duct baseball tryouts at Jasioer for the lucrative stakes still to have been thirds
in the Continental
phia, and "Chink" Stewart, Bal. main event. Sarlo, a west sider
Ind., June 19th and 20th. Tryouts be run,
and the Balmoral Turf Handicaps;
intnhingstd2e1,
wahstlehadjor27
dao, figthhtes, swo•o
timore, $50 each for identical h
will start at 930 each morning.
at Washington Agoura Stock Farm's Ekaba, outweek
sixth
The
scores,
Any youth 16 to 21 years of age Park will be featured by two standing
grass
at
performer
youngster on his way up the ladwho is not playing American Le- stakes, each run for the thirteenth Santa Anita, and others.
der, has won seven of his nine{
gion baseball is eligible to tryout. time. Wednesday (June 18), the
C'BeC
a
t
pro
bouts.
American Legion players may do
- -- —
The only losses inflicted on
an if they bring a letter of perseconds. Bertram Cann set a
LANEY HIGH TRACK TEAM
a
Jordan came from Eddie Perkins
and then lost it to Robinsn in
mission from their Post Comrecord of 5 feet, 10 inches in
— Lucy ' Laney High school
and Antonio Marciila. Jordan also
March.
mender or Athletic Officer.
the jumping contest. The reof Augusta, Ga. took accord
On May 24, Jim Lee, top flight ! holds a win over Perkins, who
"Of course, what we would like
Balls, bats and catching equip.
lay team was composed of
place in the State AA track
umpire from St. Paul, worked the
e
beast tysoutnhg
mathrec li
wecltoen;dearreodu nodne of
be-'is
most is a return match with Ray,"
ment will be furnished. Candidates
above, front, I-r. Beaufort Gol• Big Ten Championship series
events held recently at Fort
By EARL S. CLANTON, III
Netro said. ''But right now he's
should bring their own gloves and
WashT.
phin,
Willie
Booker
Williams,
Valley, Ga.
Henly
Michigan State and Minne• sensational South American who!
tvveen
in kind of a stupor—talking about
shoes. It is not necessary to have
Ashley, Bertram Cann; (stand- sota. The games were played at
ington school of Atlanta edged
NASHVILLE — Berea College,
to
his
home
see
recently
went
Hunting
fighting Floyd Patterson for the
a uniform, however, candidates
ing, I-r), Coach David Dupree
the local team by one half
his Berea.. Ky., accepted the inviteDelta Field on the University's family
before continuing
heavyweight title when he's findmay show to better advantage by
and Trainer Clarence Grier. Minneapolis campus.
point, 24, to 21. In the Inc.
lion
and completed the eight•tearn
.5,
mtoenori.clooreise2
ing it plenty rough going in the
having one,
Another member, George Bulkegee annual relays the Laney
It is believed that this is the
the Clsicago Sta- bracket for the first South-Cen19-20
June
division."
middleweight
tryouts
The Jasper
team won 24 medals, with Witlock, was absent when the pic- first time that a Negro has offi- dium will be the site of one of tral NAIA Tip-Off basketball tourCrawford is scheduled to fight
are not to be considered as a baselie Williams taking four and
ture was made.
ated a championship event in the the best middlefeight matches nament to be staged December
Gasper Ortega July 11 in Madison
ball school Platers will be put
running the 110 meters in 10.1
at Tennessee State
DETROIT — (UPI1 — The man •
history of the Big Ten.
around when Bobby Boyd takes 18. 19, 20
que tiarOen, New York.
through hitting, fielding. running
agers of former middleweight
on Rory Calhoun in the 10 round UniversitY•
who
Promoter C. W. Smith,
and throwing drills and will play champion Carmen Basilio breezed
the fold, the
I.ady Liz ($10.00) and Most
With Berea in
main event.
made the $30,000 offer, said he
under regular game conditions to into town ahead of
will replace the
the mid • west
Charming ($18.60) combined for
Calhoun scored
a sensational South-Central
would like a Basilio-Crawford fight
determine their abilities
tornado front to listen to a $30,000
a 5139.21 daily double.
two round NO over Boyd last annual Tennessee State Holiday
The tryouts will be conducted
to be held in August or September
offer for a fight between Basilio
winter and Bobby will be out to tournament which has been held
unscouts
Sox
White
Chicago
by
when the weather was still warm
and Michigan's Mickey Crawford
for the past three years. N A I A
PHILADELPHIA — (UPI) — avenge that one.
Jokey
—
Ncr•
(UPI)
—
BOSTON
der the supervision of Jack Sheeenough to hold it outdoors.
thigh,,,
office approved
in Detroit
The Philadelphia Eagles announc- He claims that he was caught'national
han.
Mercier booted home two
man
John Dejohn.
switch and sanctioned the SoutIW
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Martin King Names 2 To Direct Vote Drive

OEFENDEk
Sat., June 21, 1958

ManagementSchool Held
At Tennessee State U

ATLANTA — The appointment organizations as the New York
of an executive and associate di- City Cancer Committee and the
rector to staff its Atlenta office Salvation Army,
and direct the "Crusade for CitiOn the volunteer level, she has
zenship" program was announced affiliated With numerous c o mthis week by the Southern Chris- munity and national groups in the
tian Leadership Conference thru fields of race relations and social
its president, Rev. Martin L. action. She has served as presiKing, jr.
dent of the New York Branch,
The Rev. John L. Tilley, Pas- NAACP. and has been an executor of the New Metropolitan Bap- tive board member since WV,
tist church of Baltimore, w a
serving as youth advisor, chair
named executive director, a n d man of the membership and eduMiss Ella J. Baker, executive cation committees.
secretary of "In Friendship."
For the summer months of 1957.
New York City, as associate di- she coordinated a public educarector.
tion and action program in the
Rev. Tilley recently obtained a interest of improved standards in
partial leave of absence from his the New York public schools. This
urch to help further the south. program was conducted under an
de registration and voting drive, ad hoc group, -Parents in Action
LAS VEGAS, Nev. — (UPI) —
nd Miss Baker, on loan from her Against Educational Diserimina- A TWA constellation
airliner carIn Friendship" lion" and culminated in the Sep- rying 64
position with
passengers, including
has coordinated the activities of tember 19th demonstration of California Atty. Gen.
Edmund G.
the Leadership conference since some 250 parents before City Hall Brown, and a crew of four
made
January.
which established for Negro and an emergency landing here
after
w one of its engines failed.
Through Dr. Tilley's leadership Puerto Rican parents in N
as chairman of the register and York City a direct line of comThe plane, Flight 41, was en
vote committee of the Citizens munication with the office of the route to Los Angeles from ChicaCommittee on Civil Rights Legis- Mayor and the Board of Educa- go when the engine developed
lation, a community group spon- tion.
trouble and the pilot, Capt. Dougsored by the local branch of the
Born in Norfolk, Va., Miss Bak- las Shifflett, asked permission to
in
registration
er was reared in North Carolina. land at McCarran field.
NAACP. Negro
Baltimore was increased by more She is a graduate of Shaw riniverBrown and the remainder of the
than 1,600 registrants within a 12 sity and has taken advnced cour• passengers were cheerful as they
month period. Both the techni- sea in the sicial sciences and com- deplaned at 5:30 a.m. PDT, and
, (sues and the materials developed munity organization at the N e w prepared for a brief wait while
in the Baltimore effort have been School for Social Research a n d the airline dispatched another
, used successfully in other sections Columbia University, New York craft from Los Angeles InternaCity.
of the country.
tional Airport to pick them up.
TILLEY'S BACKGROUND
As a resident of Baltimore for
the past nine years, Rev. Tilley
has served the community in
many capacities. He is presently
vice president of the Baltimore
gainisterial Union, a citywide in- JACKSON
eve., at the home of Mrs. Minnie
Wrracal and irterderominstional
By C. A. AGNEW
Hopgoocrs on South Church Street.
phones were awarded by Miss
Jacques R. Moore. Dwala
soot o I room, Augusta,
WE GRADUATED TOO! —
body; director of Christian EduMr. Sterling Ewen, who lives
•.•
Dorothy Sunk an, director of
Jackson, Debra Flickling, De•
Ga. They are II to rl Abrenda
Graduates of the Gilbert Mancation of the United Baptist Con- On Davis Street, returned home
Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan Neeley
recreation, and certificates
nise Curry, Jamersinz E.
White, Willie Mae Benefield,
or Play School at graduation
vention of Maryland; secretary of recently from Seattle, Wash.,
of Gary, Ind., were in Jackson.
sere given by Miss Sara Rey.
Washington. Not In the pic•
exercises held jointly s tih
Addle Jean Blackman, Fran.
the Maryland Farm and City where he spent a very extensive
During the memorial holidays, Sunset Homes Play School
nold s, program director.
lure is Johnnie Williams. DI.
cene Jones, Hugh Jones,
Enterprisees. Inc., treasurer of vacation with relatives a n d
Sunset
visiting
relatives
and
friends.
(Photo by Larnpkin)
recently at t h e
the Citizens Committee on Civii'friends
•• •
EWIN
LEWIS
•••
Rights Legislation, Sunday School
Mr. and Mrs. Willie McGee of
Washington
sympathize
deeply
expositor for the Baptist Minlye
Miller,
Mrs. Josey Fuller of San Fransoprano:
Marlon
Lewnoon with Mrs. Percy Jones,
the passing of Mrs. is, mezzo soprano; Huel B. Gw)n.
isters Conference of Baltimore cisco, Calif., was in Jackson over 424 So. Market St., announces the
Mrs. Clarice Coney was hostess with them in
marriage
e
of
h
their
t
of
niece, Mi,,s
Washington's brother at Summit, soprano; Minnie Kennedy, mezzo
and vicinity, chairman
the week - end. Mrs. Fuller, forto the Emma B. Miller Federated
Miss.
Trustee board and formerly co- merly resided here in Jackson and Frances Jackson, to Mr. James L.
soprano; Harold Jones, tenor; Zolclub, Thursday night at the FloJones.
Sat.
eve.,
Interat
7
June
7
Baltimore
the
of
chairman
la McCullough, soprano; Shirley
;was a member of Mother Liberty
ra Parrish 4-PI Club Center.
O'clock p. m. The marriage took
racial Fellowship. formerly dean, C. M. E. Church.
C. Riley, violinist; Augustus Banks5
Mrs. Katherine Butler a n d Methodist Conference
Missouri spent a few hours in the
place at the home of the bride OKOLONA
•••
and now a faculty member of
tenor and Robert Magitt, bariBy MRS. MATTIE MOORE °home of Mr. and Mrs. Theoda baby son Andre, jr., of Chicago Admits Negro Minister
the Maryland Baptist Center and The Rev. Ruben Davis, who has with the Rev. W. G. Terry, pastor
tone.
are visiting in the home of Mr.
Mrs. 011ie Walker passed away Beek:, Mrs. Hill's sister.
School of Religion.
,been pastoring a church in Seattle, of the First Baptist Church, perBALTIMORE, Md. — The Balti• YOUNG PEOPLE
to mourn her
We were sorry to hear of the ill- and Mrs. Joe Bradley. Mrs. ButIle is a native of North Carolina Wash., is visiting with his family forming the ceremony. Mr. Jones June 4. She leaves
Bradley.
Mrs.
of
sister
a
is
ler
Annual Conference of the PLEASE CROWD
more
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daughter,
Mrs.
pray
We
Bibb'.
Edd
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of
son
ness
one
passing,
Is the son of Mrs. Ethel Jones of
At the annual tea which figured
and has pastored both rural and Hmt Meadow Street,
G. A. Carmichael Methodist church admitted it
Mrs.
and
Dr.
granddaughone
him.
and
sons
grand
Merry
449
for
Court,
Lane
recovery
speedy
a
for
where the
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urban churches in that atm t e.
Friday for Nashville where he first Negro to membership in its in the 80th Anniversary celebraleft
Pilter.
couple
young
of
pastor
Black,
L.
J.
Rev.
reside
will
the
for
Since receiving the Bachelor of I The Voters League of which
will attend the reunoin of his class 174th scas:,,-r, hcid at Westminster tion of St. Thomas Episcopal
Mrs. Lillie Ward is at home af- grim Rest Baptist church preachchurch, Sunday, June 8, at the
ris degree from Shaw univer-,Mr. Joe Merry is President, met time being. •••
of '33.
college, Westminster, Md., June Parkway ballroom, a musical proSunday,
sermon
wonderful
a
ed
held
Los
Orleans,
had
New
in
visiting
ter
he
C.,
Wed, eve.. at 7:30, Liberty Church
✓ Raleigh N.
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. George 41.
Oxnam gram was
Bromley
G.
Nannie
Mrs.
is
Holder
visiting
8.
June
inand
Texas
that
Galveston,
Angeles,
at
positions
presented under the di.
Center. at Church and Tanyard
e following
I her nephew in St. Louis, Mo., and other parts of Texas
presided.
rection of the Singing Whites, with
Mrs. Wilma Jean Reid and litStrreets.
stitution:
Other relatives and friends in Deens
Jessie Lee Gates left for Camp tle son, Herbert left Thursday RUBBER LOOT
Forrest Christopher Stith, a only young people performing.
College registrar, professor of
Shelby.
Religious Education, chairman of The Clinic on Evangelism of the L -it. Mich.
for California where she will join CHRISTINE, N. D. — (UPI) — 1958 graduate of Drew Theological Many if the talents were from
• •
Mr. Joe James is In Memphia her husband.
A burglar who broke into a Chris- Seminary, Madison, N, J., Is the the church school and
the Division of Religion. Philoso- 3rd District of the AME Church
few in.
The
twins
Askew,
Lloyd
and Veterans hospital.
on vIted guests were heard by an
phy and Psychology, acting dean met at Greater Bethel AME Church
Mr. Adolphus Crump, jr., left tine liquor store was not expected young colored man received
Floyd,
to
Scireturned
their
home in PICKENS
of this City on Cumberland St.,
of the College of Arts and
June 5 for California where he to gain much from five personal trial in the conference, lie is a unusually interested audience.
checks he carried off along with a native of Lincoln, Neb., and is a, The program was so arranged
ences, and dean of the School of May 29, and 30. Th., Clinic was Chicago, Ill., after having spent a By MRS. GRACE BYRD STIGLER will v.pend the summer.
vacation
extensive
here
with
reconsiderable amount of liquor. The graduate also of the University of as to be over before the festivities
Religion.
conducted by Bishop E. L. HickMr. and Mrs. James Adams and HOLLY SPRINGS
For a period of five years he man, and other distinguished latives and friends. The To ins are family of Jackson motored to
checks had been returned to the Nebraska. He was a member of of the tea got underway, and the
Sunday
filled
were
pulpits
All
served as president of Florida ministers and laymen of Tenn. the grand acne of Mrs. Mamie Pickens Sunday to visit in the
after they bounced at Union Methodist church in Lin- enthusiasm was quite high deRev. W. C. Armstrong at Ander- store owner
spite the down pour of rain which
Normal and Industrial college. and Ky. The meeting was very, Ivory.
coln.
home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs son Chapel, Rev, I. L. Rucker at the local bank.
•
•
began simaltaneously with the tea.
$t. Augustine. Fla.
James Adams.
to
inspirational
who
,
all
.
attended.
Proviat
McCelleon
Rev.
Ashury,
Young People's Day was observThe 63rd Annual June Ross
Dr, Tilley also has the advancJohnnie Adams and a friend
ed at Mother Liberty CME Church, motored to Pl.:kens to visit Mr. dence. All deivered Powerful serConcert of Quinn Chapel choir
ed degrees of Ph. B. and M. A. Miss Ora Ellington and
Airs.. Sunday
in-service
857
are
There
mons.
Chicago
thenue
The
of
June 8, 1958.
went on as scheduled, Sunday,
from the University
and Mrs. James Adams.
Terry Tyson were visitors recentteachers at M. I., and Rust colJune 8, with Betty L. King, the
for the day was "YOUTH'S REwhere he has completed t h e ly in St. Louis, Mo.,
Mrs. Linnie Henderson after leges.
where they ,SPONSE TO CHRISTIAN. SERdirector's
assistant Shfrlene Marcourse and residence requirements visited relatives.
spending two months in the city
Principal Fred Moore made a
tin, taking over the directorship
VICE." The Rev. Lawrence Cregg, with her mother, Mrs. Marie
for the B. D. and Ph. D. degrees
* ••
business trip to Cincinnati recentCollege, was the Ford, has returned to
In her absence. Mrs. King was unin Religious Education. His Alma
her home
Mrs. Emma Massey became a student at Lane
ly.
able to follow through with the
guest for the morning worship. Rev in Chicago.
Mater, Shcw university has hon- seriously ill
and
week
last
frienou
concert due to her bereeavement
Capt. Joseph Rankin and family
ored him with the degree of Doc- were deeply concerned about her, Cregg preached a very timely ser- ISOLA
on the untimely death of her sia.
mon both for the young and older
tor of Divinity and he has been !however, at this writing
Mr. and Mrs Will Ragland's visited his father and mother last
Mrs.'
grants
a
was
scholarship
ter, Mrs. Catherine Jackson Adpeople. The evening worship
the recipient of
daughter from New York is visit- weekend. Captain Rankin h a
is greatly
Massey
ams.
vesper service conducted by the ing them.
from the Slater Fund and the Friends are
been stationed in Germany for the
hoping for her a very'
Lee
Connie
Miss
General Education Board.
So as the performance turned
young people.
Mr. A. B. Jones it at home for last five years.
speedy recovery.
He has contributed articles to
out to be a tribute to the work
was chairman of the Youth Day a few days. He works in Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Alfred vis•• •
Gordan
ucational and religious periodiM.
activities. The supervisors were
T.
Mrs.
and
Prof.
the director, Mrs. King, it was
of
ited
Mrs. R. A. Jones, Mrs. Sarah
Mr. Joe Savage of 416. Institute
Is, such as the International
also in memory of a young musiMrs. Edna White, Mrs. Priscilla Taylor and Rev. R. J. Joiner made last weekend. Mr. and Mrs. Alfor
left
St.,
I
last
Detroit
week-end
Journal of Religious Education;+
cian whose appearances on proMiss Willie Mae Reid. a business trip to Leland.
fred are making their home in
tc attened the funeral of his sister, Howard and
and is author of "A Brief Hisgrams of the choir will always
The financial report was approxiMr. and Mrs. B. Marshall's Chicago.
Calhoun.
Ester
Mrs.
and
Chicago"
tory of the Negro in
be an inspiration and a blessing.
•• •
mately $300.00.
grandchildren are visiting their CANTON
The Orderly Way: — A SysFeatured soloists were Loll B.
Members and friends of the Mt.
grandmother in Verness.
The Senior Usher Board of Li- BOLIVAR
Recthat
and
hear
Finance
Church
Winrow, mezzo soprano, and Lotem of
We were very sorry to
Rev. R. J. Joiner and Mr. Isaac Zion Baptist church celebrated
berty C. M. E. Church, met Sunday
brother
Horton's
renzo
R.
Stalling, baritone.
ords.
Mrs. Clara
Rev. P. F. Parker's 22nd anniverJoiner motored to Lexington.
Miss Winrow, sang as her aria
His wife is Mrs. Phyllis Jones
Willie of Detroit underwent an opOn the sick list are Mrs. V. E. sary Sunday, June 8. The Rev.
the famous 'Air de Lia,' "L'EnTilley, principal teacher in t h e
eration. We wish for him a speedy Young and Mrs. Perry.
N. B. Jackson preached the anniChildren's Guild, Inc., in Baltifant Prodique" by Debussy and
recovery.
versary sermon.
ABERDEEN
Mr. Stalling sang the belcved
more; his daughter, Mrs. Albert
The Lucy C. Jefferson FederatBy HENRY E. CRUMP
aria, from Rossini's IT Barbiere
Turner, resides in Chicago and
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Hill of ed club met last Thursday afteris
Jr.,
Tilley.
L.
John
de Seville, "Largo Al Factotum."
his son,
serving in the U. S. Army in
Among the selections rendered
his father, Mr. Owens back.
BREWTON
Germany. Dr. Tilley is a member
by the choir were Lewandowski's
Lodge 570 turned out Sunday
By ALEX AUTREY
of the Prince Hall Masons and
Hallelujah
Praise
the Lord;
Mrs. Theresa Richardson of Boy- June 8 at Baptist Hil church.
the Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity.
Bach's Jesu Joy of man's desirMrs. Essie Lewis and Mrs. L.
kin had her daughters Misses
COMMUNITY WORKER
ENTERPRISE
and
ing.
William
Henry Smith',
Easter Bell and Julie Richardson W. Bruns are attending summer
Miss Baker brings to the work
By JANIE S. DONALD
Walk Together Children.
school at Alabama State college
Miss Juliett Carolyn Stinson be- as weekend guest.
of the Southern Christian LeaderThe
CELESTE TRIO will give
Miss Fannie Houze left for Tus- in Montgomery.
ship Conference years of expericame the bride of Lt. Joseph Irvan hour of celestrial music at a
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Pugh left
ence in organizational and coming Brown at a lovely garden kegee where she will attend sumconcert
Sunday, June 29, at 4 p.
to their
munity work on both local and
wedding on Sunday, June 1, 1958 mer school. Also Mrs. Evenly the city recently to return
m. at Monumental Baptist church.
Jasper.
in
home
was
lawn
national levels. As one of the
spacious
Woods.
The
p.m.
at 4
729 E. Oakwood blvd.
Mrs. E. W. Hollinger plans to
Mr. Boculus Moses left Sunday
founders and the executive sec
decorated with garden lilies and
Sponsored by the Good Samariwith her husretary of "In Friendship's she has
gladioli of white. and pink. Nup- for Veterans hospital in Tuskegee. spend the summer
tan and Madison Memorial CirHollinger who is
Iped to provide finencial a n d
tial music was furnished by Mrs. The Remale Gospel Singers and band, Sgt. Alvin
cles the trio Is composed of Edna
Louisiana,
Wthing assistance to victims of
Janie Steele Donald, music in- members of Second St. Siloam stationed in
Williams, soprano: Zelm a Dow.
Mrs. A. W. McCleod plans to
economic reprisals in South Carostructor at Enterprise Academy. Baptist church motored to Everdell,
soprrno; Louise Stewart,
with her huslina and Mississippi. and has renSolos were sung by Miss Julie green Sunday to enjoy Rev. Haw- spend the summer
and Florence Stith, pianist
alto,
dered technical and professional
Ann Bullard and Miss Felice Jan- kins anniversary. Music rendered band in Dothan.
Bobby Pryor of Brewton won an
help to southern leaders of the
ette Donald. The bride was given by the chorus.
as a cheerleadcurrent civil rights struggle.
in marriage by her brother, Mr. Mr. Ceaser Molton motored to award for serving
for
She served as an organizer
Robert Stinson of Anniston, Ala. Pensacola Sunday to spend the er at college.
to
held Saturday
Pilgrimage
was
A fish fry
beautiful long day on the bay.
the 1957 Prayer
WTLBERFORCE She wore a
WILLAR D
and chil- night at Boykin school.
Washington and as a member of TOP GRAD AT
Johnson
•
Myrtle
Matveil.
Mrs.
long
a
with
dress
white
By C. P. GIVENS
UNIVERSITY — Smiling oser her
King dren left Sunday for Montgomery. Funeral for Mr. John Edward
Dorothy
the Mayor's Commission or. InteMrs.
honor.
of
ron
Miss Doris Bumpus hag return.
laurels is the top
gration in New York Public newly acquired
Brocton, was dresMr. and Mrs. Clifford Robinson's Cheathman who died in Detroit
New
of
Renfro
the
of
ed
grad
her
to
home in Uniontown, Ky.
Wilberforce University
schools.
whit daughter left last week to spend was held at Shilo church with Rev
after visiting her sisters, M r s.
year, Mildred Hood sed in a stunning blue with
11th grade student at Lucy
— Miss
charge.
WINNER
in
CONTEST
Evergreen
of
Mattew
Sgt.
husband,
From 1951 to June 1956, Miss present school
her
with
Capt.
summer
man,
the
best
Milton Givens and Mrs. James
Detroit. Mich and formerly of accessories and
Laney high school, where she
Denyes Lolita Bowman (I),
He leaves is wife Mrs. CherthBaker was a national staff mem- of
was in Moore.
Patterson.
Rankin. Penn. She held the high- J. Boswell of New York
is a member of the Senior
of Mr. and M r
and fadaughter
mother
children,
and
last
man
left
Bradley
C.
Lt.
bridegroom.
Willie
her of the NAACP, si rving as an
Mr.
the
za
was
as
hniform
scholastic honors of the
Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Givens and
Science Club. the A. C. Griggs
Theodore A Bowman of Auassistant field secretary. working est
will return to ther, Mr. and Mrs. John Cheath•
received bachelors Brown's mother, Mrs. Sallie week where he
son, Milton, attended the funeral of
Social Studies (hub, N e w
gusta, Ga., is crowned "Miss
primarily in the south, And as graduates who
man; one sister, Mrs. Mary Ada
Talladega.
in
school
a
wore
Ind.,
Gary,
of
Roundtree
Wilberforce
Mrs. Mary Corneal in Kentucky.
degrees at the tooth
Homemakers of America and
Teen-Ager of 1958" by Miss
director of branches. In the latter
Mrs. Pearl Thomas of R o g er Willis; six brothers, uncles Mr.
commencement J ii n e blue lace dress with white accesShe was the sister of Mrs. Givens.
English Club, Other contestValeria Joyce Tutt, last year's
capacity she organized and estab- university
S. C. Cheathman Mr. Harris
on the sick list.
Mrs.
is
mother,
St.,
Stinson's
Miss
sories.
edelementary
an
Hood,
Mrs. D. Carmichael attended also.
12. Miss
ants were Misses Shirley Ann
winner, following a popularilished the regional leadership
Mrs. Serena Jackson is improv- Cheathman and John Nolen; aunt,
s
Mrs. Irene Bearhum is home
ucation major, holds membership Pheniea Fletcher Stinson w
Borroughs, Rita 0, Stevens,
by Kappa
held
contest
ty
Pensacola
friends.
and
relatives
training conferences for the AssoAlpha Kappa Alpha Sorority. lovely in a heige lace dress. The ing.
Ealeanor D. Johnson and Neu, from the hospital. She is reported
of Tail Camilla Delta
Chapter
of
charge
in
were
ciation's try leadership. Since In
Home
Funeral
OwMae
Annie
Mrs.
and
Mr.
cut
doing line.
proles- Student Council, and Future beautifully decorated cake was
ma Curtis.
sorority. Miss Bowman is an
1946 she has engaged in
ens motored to Georgia to bring burial.
with a sword by the groom.
fund raising with such Teachers of America.

Calif. Nominee
63 Others On
Crippled Plane

Tennessee
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Marc D'Albert who appeared in
a recital at Lincoln Center Sunday, June 8, has always played
the piano with a high degree of
will
also serve as faculty poetical understanding coupled
NASHVILLE — Underway since atives are scheduled to attend CLU
June 16 for the fourth year on some of th institut sessions to members.
with a certain sense of persuasion
Tennessee State University's cam- explore the possibility of a -schol-' The institute has scheduled Dr. that gives interest to the music,
pus is the National Insurance As- arship program" for officers and W. S. Davis, president of Tennes- was heard by a friendly If not
sociation's school for agency man- managers of companies in such
large audience.
see State University to lecture on I
agement.
countries as Ghana, the Bahamas,
Throughout the year D'Albert
"leadership."
Comprising nearly 50 hours ol and Jamaica.
has been heard in countless recitals
lectures and seminars on the de- HEADS FACULTY
Dr. Mary Clay Pinkston, head of and while he has not appeared
velopment, insurance-wise of the Nashvillian L. J. Gunn, C.L.U., Tennessee State's department of on the local scene in several
management team, leadership, orh
education commented years his performance was found
manager of Atlanta Life that there
ere is a possibility that to be up to his usual standard.
ganization, public relations, sales, district m
With the selection of material
supervision, etc., the NIA institute Insurance Company, heads the such university • sponsored instiNIA institute faculty. H. A. Cald- tutes as the N I A institute, the for the recital based on romantic
will last through June 27.
According to NIA institute di- well, educational director of Uni- Marketing Clinic, and major part works of Chopin, Grieg, Henry Corector Murray J. Marvin of Chica- vernal Life Insurance Company, of the university's informal cur- well, and Ernest Bloch, the pigo, federal government represent- Memphis and Lester F. Spellnian,Iriculum in the area of business. anist found a reasonable warmth
in the audience's reception of his
efforts, and in the first two noc.
tomes, Opus 27 of Chopin, he revealed a clean, technic with
which he established a fine romantic aura.
There was a fine sense of maturity in his playing and all the
forces for artistic, yet heartfelt
music was in evidence from the
start.
The audience was made up largely of musicians who had known
hint when he was a resident of
Chicago.
Sponsored by the Chancel Choir
of Parkway Garden Christian
church, E. C. Welch, was the
chairman
HEAR STARS AT
OPERATIC PROGRAM
Appearing in what was called
"A Night at The Opera" Sunday,
June 8, at Bethel AME church, a
group o: well known singers offered a program of operatic music,
Under the direction of the Senior
Choir of the church with Mayoras
McGowan, as chairman.
Participants to appear with Hat.

i

Tenn. Beauticians Here
For Clinic And Confab

TR1-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., June 21, 1958

The second annual Convention
and Clinic of the Tennessee State
Progressive Beauticians Association, Inc., was held here recently, and the Brownsville Chapter
No. 1 served as hostess.
The annual meeting got off to a
start with a mass meeting at the
Farmers Chapel Methodist church
and delegates attended merning
services with the congregation pastored by Rev. C. W. Allen, and
afterward attended dinner served
by the hostesses.
Mrs. Katie Whickam, national
president, was the speaker at the
meeting which was held at 3 p. m.,
and she was introduced by the
state
president,
Mrs. Margaret Pembroke, who presented
her an orchid corsage.
A beautiful corsage was presented to Mrs. Pembroke by Ma-

dame G. S. M. Young, from the
State Association. The group also
gave a present to Mrs. Whickam
While here Mrs. Whickam was a
guest in the horn, of Mr. and Mrs.
Alonza Stanback, where a social
hour was given for her.
The party, which featured a buffet supper, was held on Saturday,
night, and Mrs. Whickam remarked that it way a rare moment when beauticians gave up
tion.
On the following day, Mrs.
Whickam Was a guest of Mrs.
Willa Monroe on her homemakers
show over Radio Station WD1A.
The 3-day clinic was held at the
Gorine college, with Mrs. Ruby
Rowell Towner and Miss Clara
Nunnally, the
directors,
in
charge. Their assistant was Mrs.
Ada Powell Buckley.

Tri-City News
SATURDAY NIGHT SOCIAL
— It is a rare Satr.rday night
when beauticians are not in
their :hops sersing clients at
that time, but beauerears here
took time out recently to fete
Mrs. Katie E. Whickam, national president of the Progressive Beauticians Association, inc., at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Alonza Stanback.
Pictured here, seated from
left are Mrs. Margaret Pen'.

Miss Amanda! Elloitt, Mrs.
broke, stale president; Mrs.
!rattle Pearl Pink, Mrs. FlorKatie Whickam, national presence McGinnis, state treasurident; Madame G. S. M.
er; Mrs. Georgia McCallister,
Young, chairman of the asMts. Velma Sherman, assistsociation's executive board;
Mrs. Parthenia Bell, state or- ;ant recording secretary; Mrs.
Ophelia Spearman, Mrs. Cathganizer; Miss Clara Nunnally,
assistant clinic. director: Mrs.
erine McLemore, Mrs. Elizaing secretary; Mrs. Bessie La• ;beth Logan. Mrs. Hattie Mead.
tham, and Mrs. Lillie B. Sease.
Mrs. Millicent Dolton, Mrs.
Standing, same order, are Mrs.
Ruby Stanback, Mrs. Ruby
Parthenia Bell, state record.
Bankhead, and Mrs. Charline
Msrtle White. state musician;
Gould.

Dyer, Rutherford, Trenton

I

Getting
ALL ABOARD !
ready to board the train which
took them on an educational
trip to Collierville, Tenn., are
44 pupils from the Foote•Homes

Kindergarten school. Pictured
in rear are adults who made
tour with children. They are,
from left, Mrs, Lee A. Mead,

Mrs. Calverta Ishmael, director and owner of the school;
and Mrs. Martha Curry, directof of music at the kindergarten.

Your scribe has been attending lace Miller, recent graduates of'
a Missionary Training Institute Trenton High school, were marthis week at Lane College in Jack- ried on Saturday last. We are
I son, and by getting in so late I about to get our share of June
sure that sonic happenings will brides.
Happy birthday wishes to Mary.
I am
the good I have MOTHER ILL
lyn Gail Livingston, Myles Jef.
I he missed for
gained from the Institute. I am
fers jr., Mrs. Clarence (Pauline)
The children of Mrs. Candis ErI
sure you will forgiee me and let vin, Joe, of Indianapolis, John
Smith, and Mrs. B. C. (Cora) Wilme tell all I missed in the next Wesley and wife of Chicago, Charliams.
issue.
lie Leon and wife, also of Chicago, NACIREMA CLUE
young friends in a little white We regret very much the passOthers from this area who at- and Miss Geneva Ervin and son
The Nacirema Club held its frock of white organdy witha ing of the late Roosevelt Jones.
tended the Institute were Mes- are at their mother's bedside who monthly meeting last
Salurday at bouffant skirt and lace-trimmed. We extend our sincere sympathy
dames Farrah hie, Lucy Overall, is seriously ill at St. Mary's hos- Christ
About 2.5 members of the young to the family.
Church scshool.
Mary Lou Moore and John Etta pital in Humboldt. Others on the
The president conducted a short school set enjoyed informal play
Rev. and Mrs. Shulman Baker
Jamison. It was an experience we sick list include Mr. Torn Moore,
on
the spacious lawn. Marylyn are the proud parents of
business meeting.
a son.
Mrs. Lou Featherston, Walter Bel.
will long treasure.
received many lovely birthday The baby has been named ShurInformal whist games were playMrs. E. L. Wynne left for In- is ont, Mrs Mary Ann Thompson
rememberanees,
and
she
presentman, and is being welcomed by
ed and delicious refreshments were
dianapolis, Ind., where she will and Cottrell Edmundson.
his older sister Avis.
their ed party favors to the guest.
A•
s
Please let me have your news served to the members and
participate in the pre-nuptial acAn ice course was served with
guests.
tivities of her daughter, Alma Flo- early this week so all can get in.
the pretty pink and green birthSeveral from the Acie Moore BIRTHDAY PARTY
ra who is betrothed to Samuel
day cake. Mrs. Roy Scott assisted
0. Livingston enter- Mrs. Livingston with the entertainRice. The wedding will he solem- American Legion Post attended the Mrs. M
State Caucus in Clarksville Sun- tained with a birthday party in ing.
nized Saturday, June 21.
honor of her daughter Marylyn PHILANDER SMITH COLLEGE
CHILDREN'S DAY
day.
So miii next week, Same Time,,Gail.
Children's Day was observed at
Philander Smith College off
1 The little honoree received her Campus Center opened last SaturRev. Wiliam Fowlkes was at his Same Place, ADIOS.
day last under the auspices of the
day with a large attendance. Stuto Mr. and Mrs. James E. Martin
A son, Melvin. to Mr. and Mrs.
Born at John Gaston Hospital
youth director, Mrs. Addie Gendents from East Arkansas and
of 3610 Democrat.
James Holloway of 142e Fairview.;
June 7-58
was
held
try. Vacation Bible school
West Tennessee registered for
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. James
A son. Walter Harry, to Mr. and
A daughter, Glenda. to air. and
church.
recently
at
the
Dyer
CME
classes. The instructors are W. V.
Yrs. Samuel L. Jackson of 1642 C. Allen of 707 Winton.
Mrs. Joe W. Hill of 1879 Boyle.
More about that in the next issue.
Armstrong, C. T. Cobb, Mr. WilKansas.
A daughter, to Mr and Mrs.
Mrs.
Jennie
Thompson
of
May.
burn and Roy McBeth.
A son, Jimmie Jr., to Mr. and
James Maness of 1227 S. WellingChurch
post
of
duty
at
the
C.
P.
Miss Irish Clark, daughter of
ton.
Mrs. Jimmie Austin of 1030 N.
on Sunday last.
Third.
A daughter, Dianne Terance. to
Mr, a n d Mrs. J. B. Clark, will
Mrs. Jennie Thompson of May
Mr.
and
Dwayne,
to
spend her vacation with her grandA son, Carl
Mr. and Mrs. John Shelby
of field is visiting her mother, Mrs
COOKING
Mrs. Roosevelt Dabney of 1344
1447 Springdale.
parents in Little Rock. Miss Clark
Wilma Russell of Trenton. Mrs.
Ethlyn.
A
daughter,
Terry
Denise,
to
will also attend the Arkansas AsHINTS
son,
Gallatin
Carter
and
Janice
Dedicatory service for the TabA son, Leon. to Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Lemuel E. Tabor oil
sociation of Colored Women and
are
visiting
her
mother,
Mrs.
Cora
Dr. Z. H. Hickerson, president of'appear in the style show.
DALLAS, Texas — In a recent
Potris Guest of 274 W. Trigg.
by
ernacle Baptist church in Dyers591 S. Lauderdale.
and
Mrs.
Jeff
Lee of
Biggs.
Mr.
TexJUNE 9-58
A son, Anthony Wayne, to Mr.
the Texas Executive the B. M. & E. Convention of
William and Eddie Lewis Guest, burg, Tenn., were held recently,
Knoxville and the U. S. Army, are meeting of
as, recommended that the con- sons of Mr. and Mrs. James Guest, and among the congregations inand Mrs, Lynn W. Lomax of 740
Weston Home Seeks lisiector
A daughter, Vernita. to Mr and visiting his father, Jackie Lee. . . Committee of the B. M. & E. ConExecutive
the
through
vention,
Polk.
will visit their sister in St. Louis, vited was the Morning Star BapMrs. Willie T. Ayers of 294 Jones. Mrs. Dan Carthell of Chicago vis- vention, held here, it was revealed
and her staff
Board, endorse Dr. Estell for the Mo,
tist church along with the pastor,
A son, Alton Edward, to Mr.i
A daughter, Rena aim., to Mr. ited friends and refatives in Trete
St.
1
Estell,
pastor,
Dr.
E.
0.
1675
that
unanimously
done.
which
was
Sskes
of
post,
C.
Jesse
Mrs.
and
and Mrs. James Dodson of 1540 ton this week
9
The dedicatory sermon was
Mrs, Q. Z. Smith and children
director
church,
and
John
Baptist
association
Ely.
direct
Because of his
Gabay.
Mrs. Pauline Landis Robinson
of Lepanto will visit her mother, delivered by R e v. J. R. 'Sanibel*.
Con- with the late president, and with
General
of
the
Sunday
School
A son, Gregory Leonard, to Mr.
while Mr. Smith will study this ton, and the Morning Star choir
A son. Michael Lee, to Mr. and of Metropolis. Ill., has been with
Baptist Conand Mrs. Arthur L. Branch of 2503 Highlight
Mrs. Anderson D. Williams of her mother, Mrs Lia Landis, .',ho gress of the National
the late Dr. Isaac, which gives summer at the U. of Arkansas. sang several songs along with
your next
Staten.
USA,
has
been
vention
of
America,
1543 Pillow.
is it.. Mrs. Lillie Newhouse spent
Mrs. Smith is the fomner Marga- other choirs which were present.
A son, Michael D.. to Mr. and outdoor
endorsed for president him a great experience of the reand the Morning Star choir sang
A son, Bobby, to Mr. and Mrs. a brief visit with her mother, Mrs. drafted and
gathering
sponsibilities of the office, Dr. ret Stevens.
Mrs. Ira D, West of 905 N. Belle- with
School
and
National
Sunday
of
the
James A. Hogan of 9 W. Virginia. James Marsh. Prof. Sherman
Estell, was considered as "The Mrs. Nathan Bond and grand- The dedicatory prayer was givCongress.
B.T.U.
old •fashioned
en
Augustine
by W. E. Morgan. Many from
teaches
at
St.
Elam
who
A son, Anthony Eugene. to Mr.
Joshua" to lead the Congress on. children of Chicago. Ill., will enA son, Timothy, to Mr. and Mrs. freezer ice
Rosalie Scott
Dr. W. E. Dudley, of Houston,
and Mrs. Eugene Washington of visiting their parents, Mr. and
joy a short visit with her mother, other churches were present and
cream. Such a treat and so dellToni Smith of 705 Hernando.
FACULTY
MEMBER
1340 S. Wellington.
Mrs. Roosevelt Elem. Mrs. Elam chairman of the committee, made
Mrs. Ben Anthony of Marianna, assisted in the program.
A daughter. Cheryl Jeanette, to cious when made with Carnation
He first served the National Con.
A daughter. Mamie Louise, to recently returned from St Augus- the formal announcement. The enRev. G. W. Tyus is pastor, an.
Arkansas, was visiting on business
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Whitaker of Evaporated Milk! Ice cream
member
and
gress
as
a
faculty
made with double-rich Came.
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Bell of 336 tine where she attended the com- dorsement also attracted the same
J. L. Singleton, the church clerk.
in Forrest City.
630 S. Orleans.
served
as
assistlecturer.
He
later
lion is always crystal free — a
Bond.
menet ment exercises et the school actions from at least (23) states.
Miss Lillie M. Wright, left here
A son. Gary 011a, to Mr. and texture you don't get with other
secretary of the Club Women throughout the recently for
A daughter. Rose Mary. to Mr. where her son teaches. Mrs. Roos
The post which was held for ant secretary and
Indianapolis, Ind.,
State of Arkansas will gather
Mrs. Talmadge E. Rice of 1566 forms of milk. Serve freezer ice
years
Pastor's
Division.
For
15
and Mrs. Andrew J. Ballentine of veil Elam. jr., of Richmond, Mo., (32) years by the late Dr. W. H.
this weekend at A.M.&N. College where she will attend beautician's
cream often. Make a different
MeLemore.
and
director
he
served
as
associate
Elams
en
Wicks.
visited
briefly
with
the
518
Jernagin, sill be filled at the nain Pine Bluff, for the Association college.
A son, Michael James, to Mr. Savor each time ... you'll never
A daughter Eyelet' Eugene. to route to Jackson where she is tional meeting of the Congress in general of the Congress.
help to turn
On vacation this week are Miss
and Mrs. James Wiley of 1889 have trouble getting
In an interview with Dr. Es- of Colored Women and Girls. AtIt. Here's my favorite recipe.Try
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Page of 214 studying at Lane College this SUM- I Omaha. Nebraska, June 19th.
Delphine Tyus and A. C. Curtis.
Hunter.
t e I 1. following the committee tending the meeting from Forrest
it soon.
Utah.
Mer.
Going
to Chicago in a few weeks
JERNAGIN'S DEATH
A daughter. Carrie Ann, to Mr.
meeting, he said that he did not City and Madison will be Mrs.
GETS A WIFE
JUNE 10-58
FREEZER ICI CREAM
Victor Starlard, Mrs. J. E. Burke, for their vacation will be Mrs. Jeri.
and Mrs. Edward Pierce of 163 S.
It
was
in
Marshall,
Texas,
when
solicitation
for
the
post.
make
any
Cecil King of Trenton and CleveA daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. S. B. Banks, Mrs. Issac Wil. use V. Wilson, Miss Martha WilOrleans.
Makes
gallon)
James E. Ivy of 1571 Hamilton. land, Ohio, was here for t h e I the Executive Board of the Bap- When he was approached with the
burn, Mrs. Althea Risban, Mrs. son, Miss Dixie Brent, and Bobbie
JUNE 9-58
tist
Missionary
and
Educational
1 cup sugar
question
he
a-greed
to
accept
the
himself
A daughter, Sherry Diane, to week end and took unto
W. L. Purifoy, Miss Marylyn Wit- Wilson.
A daughter, Gwendolyn Ltnee. 1 teaspoon salt
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Jeffer- a wife, the former Miss Betty Convention was in session, the of- challenge.
1 tablespoon cornstarch
Among the (23) states that en- hams, Miss C. Warren, Sylvia --Jean Bailey of Trenton. Edward ficers held a special meeting on
son of 439 Glanker
Inez Cobb, Lou Esther Thelmon,
1 cup undiluted CARNATION
A son, Eric Howard. to Mr. and Huddleston and Miss Mary Wal- the question of selecting a man dorsed him are: Texas, Louisiana,
to fill the lofty position, which was Illinois, Mississippi, Missouri, Ne- La Neal Lucas, Dianne Davis,
EVAPORATED MILK
Mrs. Hudson Beal of 1374 Cummade vacant by the death of Dr. braska, Iowa, Oklahoma and Cali- Fannie Lofton, Murline Kennedy
1 cup water
mings.
1n58 S, Main.
and Claudia Edwards.
Jerna gin.
fornia.
2 eggs
Son, Sherry, jr., to Mr. and
TOASTERS _
A daughter. China Jean, to Mr.
Mrs. J. H. Blount, sr., of DeMrs. Sherry Spencer of 756 David. and Mrs. Walter Stephens of 221
1 teaspoon vanilla
FANS
troit, Mich.. is the house guest
A son, Frank III, to Sir. and Pauline Cir. E.
2 cups undiluted CARNATION
of Mrs. Hattie Lesvaque. Mrs.
RECORDS FOR IVERSON.
VACUUM CLEANERS
Mrs. Frank Smith of 660 Firestone.
EVAPORATED MILK
A daughter, Wanda Delois, to
Blount will enjoy an extended
A son. Cleveland, to Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Zack Erring of 990
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS
3011 Ponier of Looderokeke
Combine sugar, salt and corn.
visit with friends in Forrest City.
Mrs. A. B. Owens of 2195 Curry. LeMoyne Dr.
Pltesto JA 14345
starch. Add 1 cup Carnation and
A son, Tommie Eduard. to Mr.
A daughter, Brenda Fay, to Mr.
water. Cook over low heat until
and
Mrs.
Tommie
Franklin.
of
a
few
days
ago
when
her
son,
and
Mrs.
Oliver Sawyer of 3041
slightly thickened, about 10 mmlr 71 Clayton.
Pfc. Eddie Porter, arrived home
utes. Beat eggs slightly. Stir
Johnson.
A son, Anthony Jerome, to Mr. A daughter. to Mr and Mrs.
small amount of hot mixture infor a visit. He is stationed at
to eggs. Add to remaining hot
and Mrs, Leroy Winters of 772
Fort Xnox, Ky.
Huery of 330 Rochester.
mixture. Cook 2 to 3 minutes
Walnut.
CAN YOU USE
Funeral services far Mrs. WinJUNE 13-58
longer. Remove from heat. Add
A son, Carl Darnell, to Mr. and
nie Peat were held last Sunday
A eon, Michael Anthony, to Mr.
vanilla and 2 cups Carnation.
Mrs.
Leon
Porter
at
the
of
Low
Salem
3289
Baptist
church
Dexter., and Mrs. Robert W. Coleman of
Pour into
gallon freezer.
MORE
ALSO—
. A daughter, Vernesea, to Sir.1 1613 .Ash.
Cover. Pack with chopped ice
in Ebony, Ark. Mrs. Peat is surTHROW-AWAY BAGS FOR
and salt. Turn about 20 minutes
and Mrs. William H. Wright of1 A son, James Edward. to Mr.
vived by three daughters, 10 grand
Benjamin Scott, a 1958 graduate
A sensational rock 'n' roll comor until thick. Pack and allow
ALL TYPE CLEANERS
589 S. Lauderdale.
1 and Mrs. Eddie Lee Johnson of,
children, and 10 great-grandchilof Wonder High school, and his bo has been organized, and is
to stand 2 to 3 hours before servA daughter. to Mr. and Sirs. 12 Wicks.
dren, and a brother. She was
ing..
brother,
James,
were
injured
in
as
the
"Rockett."
The
known
GROUND FLOOR
William Nevils of 2233 Marble.
buried in the Marion cemetery.
A daughter, Sonia Renee. to: an accident which occurred remembers
are
Charles
Gammon,
Pelle h: Add 1
cups mashed
A son. Terry Mack, to Mr. and Mr. and Mrs, Clarence E. Allane
Miss Ozell Traywick, of MemSTERICK
BUILDING
peaches and
cently as they
were returning of Hamilton High school, clarinet;
teaspoon almond
Mrs. Charlie Speas of 223 S. Or- of 1320 Jackson.
phis, is spending her vacation in
'Wlifet comes list YOU
extract to above recipe.
from Sardis Dam, Miss., where Billy Miles, of Book T. Washingleans.
GU
PR/I/RU.111AI
Buffalo,
N.
Y
.
with
relatives
and
A son. Isiah jr.. to Mr. and Mrs.! the tenth grade had gone for an
ton High school, on drums: and friends. She will be a senior at
Strnaeberry: Add 1,4 cups
A son. Calvin Eugene, to Mr. Isiah Jones of 1287 Dunivant.
SERV",
! outing.
crushed strawberries to above
Tony Parker, of Wonder High Manassas High school next year.
and Mrs. Cleo Leatherwood of
A daughter. Cynthia I,ouise,
APPLIANCES, INC. recipe.
Benjamin
received
head
Matschool,
West
Mepphis,
on
the
tenor
2773 Hale.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Clark of 288e1 ries, and is a patient at the CriEtannnn: Add 1,, cups mashed,
saxophone. The group will make
760 Union - IA. 7-2631
A son. Kenneth Levon, to Mr. Nathan.
ripe bananas to above recipe.
tenden Memorial hospital.
several appearances here this
and Mrs. Levon Perkins of 279
A daughter, Rachel Ilnhelle,. Larry C. Jones, formerly
2268 Park Ave.-PA. 31507
of summer
BO VALUABLE PRIZES!
Jacoby
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Willie
T.
Butcher
Parkin*
Peso
C.5109
Pr
.niod
1111.1.1AL-10
ON* Nivinto
, West Memphis. was here from
Miss Willie Mae Simpson. ofl
A son. Craig Spenser, to Mr. of 382 Brooks
Chicago
recently to visit relatives, 611 S. 14th St., has as her sum1st Prize — Vacation For Two In Mexico City
and Mrs. -lames Moore of 334
A daughter, Emma Jean. to and friends.
mer piece her cousin. Miss Gloria
Glencoe Rd.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Goss of 227?
2nd Prize — Edsel Citation 2 Door Sedan
Open
for
the
summer
are
the
Memphis.
She
is
a
stuSimpson, of
A son, Charles Edward. to Mr.! Clarksdale.
Wonder Ilieh
school swimming' dent at Pooker T. Washington
and Mrs. Andrew Conner of 1725
A son. Darryl Ray, to Mr. and pool and the
playground. Various iligh school.
Three 3rd Prizes — S. piece Lloyd patio furniture sets
Silver.
Mrs. Earnest
Collins
of 1293 ,,ames can be played at the playMrs. Mary Porter, of 501 S. 25th
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.' Nicholan.
Ten 4th Prizes — Complete Waltco Spin-fishing sets
ground
at., was very pleasantly surprised
Luster Greer of 4478 Cray Rd
A son, Nathan Looms. to Mr. and'
A
son
Joseph jr., to Mr and Mrs. Clarence D. White of 383 F.
Five 5th Prizes — World famous Helbros watches for men
Finds Healing Substance That Relieves Pain,
Mrs. Joseph Gray of 2289 Shasta. Trigg.
Stops Itching as it Shrinks Hemorrhoids
Twenty-Five 6th Prizes — Handsome Platt 21" orlon-nylon
A daughter. Mae Alice. to Mr.
and
A
danehter,
Dianne.
to
Mr.
New York, N. Y. (Special) — a problem!" And among these
and Mrs Samuel Churchman of Mrs. Eddie L. Stigall of 1501 Mccompanion cases.
For the first time science has sufferers were a very wide vs.
1441 Horace.
Millan.
found a new healing substance riety of hemorrhoid conditions,
Ten 7th Prizes — Sunbeam Electric Fry Pans
JUNE 12-89
with the astonishing ability to some of 10to 20 yeats'etanding.
A daughter. Sharon Denise, to
shrink hemorrhoid., stop itchAll this, without the use of
A daughter Betty Jean, to Mr. Mr. and Mrs. George Powell of!=
Twenty-Five
8th Prizes — Useful 2-gallon Skotch Koolers
ing, and relieve pain—without narcotics, anesthetics or astrin1E-2_
and Mrs. Mangle Eggleston
of 1312 S. Main,
surgery.
gents of any kind. The secret is
=
In one hemorrhoid case after a new healing substance (Bio_
GET YOUR FREE ENTRY BLANKS WHEREVER YOU
another,"very striking improveDyne•) —the discovery of •
:....:
BUY STAG BEER
—
ment" was reported and veri- world-famous research institu_
fied by doctors' observations.
tion. Already, Bin-Dyne is in
Pain was relieved promptly. wide use for healing injured
And, while gently relieving tissue on all parts of the body.
pain, actual reduction or reThis new healing substance
traction (shrinking) took place. is offered in suppository or °intWomen interested in working on piecework basis in
And most amazing of all — 'snot form called Prepora ion
eSS.:e0
this improvement was main- H." Ask for individually sealed
own home. Sewing background helpful but not necestaMed in cases where doctors' convenient Preparation H supibservations were continued
positories or Preparation H
.'ter a period of many monthsl ointment with special applisary. Will train at our expense. Write name, addres,;
In fact, results were no thor- cator. Preparation H is sold at
igh that sufferers were able all drug counters. Satisfaction
and phone to Box 352, Memphis, Tennessee,
make such astonishing state. guaranteed or money refunded.
g
rents as"Piles have ceased to be
S. Poo 01
•Rot
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Ex-Slave Founded Bank
After Retirement Age

15

Sat., June 21, 1955

Immune the first Negri) president
By ilstLitt 1. STIStt.OT
college.
The life of Major R. R. Wright,' oi Georgia State
When the United States a n
Is worth rememberire. Fits story
to war
is Dab educational and inspira- Spam disagreed and weal
back in 1898. he became a pay.
tional.
Irle was taco in 113S., duringtbe master in the army mid was given
hopeless days of slavery at Dalton. the conk of major.
Major Wright was president of,
Ga. It is said that he :Ind his
*
mother walked around 300 mile'. Geurgia State college for
to Minute so that he could atteod years. but always wanted a busischool, and he became one of the GeSS career, so at the age of WU,
early graduates of Atlanta univer- when most men are thinking
about retirmg, be went back to
sity.
After graduating he founded his school, studied banking, and founddank
own private school, and was later ed the Citirens and Southern
elected principal of a high schoold and Trust company of Philadelphia
tiod was the first Negro to hoidi Pa. He was its president until
1941.
that position in that state. He later! his death in

Claims For Disability
Must Be In By June 30

direct;chord;
directlergar-
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Ympethy
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ed Shur.
omed by

raid, may
Disabled workers, both men and until after June 30, he
to disability
women, who have been in that forfeit their rights
condition for over a year. have benefits at age 50, to maximem
benefits
June 30, 1958, to file for the oldage benefits, and to
until
of
Friedman, state commander
held ea the campus of TenTEENAGERS GOVERN—Boys
disability freeze or for disability for their survivors.
R.
W.
Legion:
the American
disnessee A and I State univer•
from high schools throughbenefits if they are 50 or older. , To be eligible under the
the disabled
Loosey, TeSDESSOe state adsity for a week. Pictured here
out the state of Teeneseee bad
The announcement was made eebility provisions,
citiState
Boys
and
jutant,
definition
Penthe
E.
W.
Dr.
from
left, are
n opportunity to learn how
last week by Joe Eanes, district .vorker must meet
seas Chutes Spring, of Mom•
men, general chairman of Volstate is run by participat.
manager of the Memphis social of disability in the social security
phi.s, and Edward Hicks, of I security office.
unteer Boys State, and cons.
lag ie Boys State sponsored
law. He must also have social
least 5 out
Clarkev ills.
Americas
mender of the
by the American Legion, and
Those who have been disabled security credit for at
he became
Legion Post No. IL, Sam
company 30 yeses; Turner
veisary. Pictured here from
for a prolonged period, and wait of 10 years before
DIAMOND SERVICE PINS
disabled; at least a year and a
Cunimings. who has beets with
right are Reginald Warzbiirg,
to two ernpresented
were
in
the
half must have been earned
th.„ company 35 years„ind is
vice president ol the comof Wurzburg Bros.,
ployees
bethe
before
three years just
now a warehouse foreman; and
pany, making the presenta•
inc., last week when be coni•
disability.
of
period
his
of
ginning
I. 1. Whitley.
lions; Roy King, a truck drivanni•
pany ielebrated Its
disany
that
urged
Eanes
Mr
er, who Las worked for the
abled pers•in who thinks he might
be entitled to disability protection
under the social security law, and IRAN'S SIZE
who has not already filed a claim,
Iran has a population ot about
should contact his office personalmillion in an area of 629,000
17
30.
June
before
mail
ly or by
state chief justice of the Supreme
By C. L. SMITH
The deadline date implies only square miles. Canada is about siX
court, who administe.'ed the oath
disabled before July, 1057.
times larger in its land area.
NASHVILLE — Just as Virginia of office during inaugural cereas been noted as the state for monies of "Governor" Jenkins, TALLAHASSEE — "Instead off to scrap their ships and scramble
Two employees of the Wurzburg the position of warehouse foreresidential timber. so Clarksville, was hailed as almost single-handaboard the ships of others. Thev wares they will pick up. "All Of
accepting inferiority, Negro-Amer'1 plan to make theirs so good that these wares are not what they
Bros., inc., located at 710 S. Fourth man, Ile has been with the comenn., seems to be gaining head- edly swaying the defeated oppon.
icans are now seeking equality in others will want to come aboard teem to he," he warned, "some
at , nith a total rf 65 years service pany for 35 years.
Words of the Wise
,aMay as the city of boys state griv• ent of Memphis.
increasingly larger nimbers,"1 also.''
of them will chit! in your hand."
with Olt company were honored
Dianumd service pins were given
People always get what
,lernors.
MEMPRIANS ELECTED
presiof the Protestant
Charles H. Wesley,
recently when the company, cele- to both Mr. King and Mr. Cumthey ask for, the only trouble
Dr. Wesley feels that this new The president
Memphis boys staters copped said Dr.
At Tennessee State university
and
York
tol
New
for Greater
of Central State College,
Is that they never know, unbrated its 50th anniversary.
age of exploration has moved with Council
his week, the third Clarksvillian,, the mayor's office for all 4 cities. dent
mins by Reggie Wurehurg, vice
Concord Baptist Church' til they get it, what it actualgraduating class at;
amazing speed in atomic physics pastor of
The men who were honored were president of the company, who in
ulian Jenkins, 16, of Burt Highl They were Felton Earls, James a record
for.
corn•!
flelivered
Brooklye
asked
have
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M
that
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A &
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qt.,
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governor
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ool,
making the presentations said,
—(fildons Huxley)
the baccalaureate sermon Sunday
mencement exercises here.
ics, and space.
truck driver who worked for the "The long and faithful service of
;th encampment of the Amen Green. Vice mayors were Oliver,
An overflowing crowd of more, "These charges have had pro. afternoon.
for 30 years; and Turner these two men has been an incompany
• Legion • sponsored Volunteer niith, Murfreesboro: Leroy Wright,'
The university's coveted Merithe corCummins, of 7:31 S. Fourth st., spiration for others who have been
Nashville; and Memphians Ron- than 2000 persons stood in
oye State.
found influences on life in every torious Service Awards went 10
Webster. ridors and the aisles of Lee Held area,'' remarked the speaker.
St. Augustine; Freeman R. Irvine, who came up through the ranks to a part of our team in making our
New
; Some 90 tyro politicians frotn 24 ald Thomas and Larry
Gibson,
tennis etar Althea
Madison. Gonzales B. Johnson,
auditoriam to hear the Central
Special areas to feel these me' company what it is toduy, a tar
e Tennessee communities. formed
Nashville's local campaign for
College president and to see tivattons, according to Dr. Wes- York. Dr. Lincoln Childs, Jack- West Patin Beach; Miss Etta Mae
e the mythical 49th state, divided one government was a feature of State
cry from the one-room office that
JohnII.
John
journalist
sonville,
Jean
Bettye
Miss
receive
graduates
Ocala:
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record
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ley, have been education,
our late father, Seymour Wurz.Into two parties, elected party of. Davidson County Judge Beverly ,
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In the machinations of state
When the company held Its an
press attache of the Ghana Em- Belle Glade; and Miss Beatrice
State Atty.'
tics.
FACUS ON NEW WORLD
eminent will affect 40 per cent of Gov. LeRoy Collies,
nual picnic last week at the 0. L.
bassy in Washington, D. C.
Mitchell, Tallahassee,
W. Ervin, jr ,
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Tennessee,"
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counties
of
his
the
Edwardx
Directing
Simpson park, both Mr, Cumniins
Mrs. Mary Thomas
The week-long encampment proCulpepper, executive direr-' graduates. he said:
Apalachicola and Tallahassee was OTHERS CITED
and Mr. King were in the spot
poses to acquaint the Ternessee said. Judge Briley explained that J B
e r
Twenty-eight student"
one tor of the State Board of Control, "As graduates of this university• presented the alumni association's
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Steal activities
Dr. Patterson urged the gradu- tally invited guests. Dave Andrret- epalla's 1 These were the characteristics of Miss M. M. Morehead aril George fin, Pensacola; John R. Ilaugathey were busy in a weeklong, Instead of acceptirg "-----brook, Coleman; Miss Elonev ates to "live a balanced life not son was in charge of arrangetowarde the
,----, old, make them yours as you B. Nairn of Jacksonville, Mrs.
: schedule of intercity athletics,, there is movement
Hester, Mims; Roscoe only to insure a calm and peace- ments. and Rev. Charles Bailey
they will
swei stand on the threshold of Your Terresia Pender of Cincinnati; Gwendolyn
I movies, band and glee club re-, place at which
Miami; Miss Marta ful personal existence, but to in gave the Invocation.
Speed,
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were conferred in the school of ed- Jacksonville.
' Jessie J. Barron, of Chattanooga; —
Birmingham, and New Orleans.
Miss Sylvia Jean Conoly, Chip.
ucation which awarded 164 de_.
Its five sales offices are in Little
There is a reason why people like B. L. Radford. of Trenton; and' .
grees. The second largest number, ley; Miss Savennah L. Hooks, The Alaska highway from Fairto do business with us. You, too, Dr. W E. Pannell, general chair-'
banks to Dawson Creek, British Rock, Shreveport, La., Jackson,
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3137 Horn Lake Rd. — EX 7-9218
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DO YOU KNOW THIS MAN?

MADAMLady)BELL
(English

pure pleasure

KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
king time of being *less, and at last she :s
back to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
Are you
you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart?
I. bad health! Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
Problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to you just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your job or business is not a success. If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando. Her home is 2 blocks below
where she use to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be pre
to look for the RED BRICK ROUSE and you'll find her :Lime
Memphis.)
at all times. (She never had an Mlle.!: in West
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at State line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
YOU

it

A. T."QUICK CASH" JONES

Loans Arranged
FROM

50 TO S500
ON

HAND SIGN.
LATE
loCOME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO
CHARGE
NO
OR
ED
GUARANTE
SATISFACTION
Hours 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily Open on Sundays
letters. Bo airs
I don't make any home caBs or answer any
to look for the right sign and the right name.

AT HOME OR
YOUR FAVORITE TAVERN
OIRIRTEL •ICIWINO COMPANY, INC. LOLHavieew, KM;

MEMPHIS
1070 on your dial
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No Red Tope - We Arrange Everything
No Waiting:

HARLEM FINANCE CO.
JA 6-5088

317 BEALE
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1,800 Enroll At State
For Summer Classes

Sat., June 21, 1956

NASHVILLE — The first of Ten- , the school s agriculture educatnessee A. and I. State university's lion professor, introduce new techsummer workshops for in-service niques for getting the increasing
teachers got underway ast week amounts of new farm material
with more than 1,800 enrolled for across to both students and prac
the regular first six-week sum tieing farmers.
The week-long session, 25th in
mer session.
Present were 41 in-service teach- the line in Vocational acricuiture
ers of vocational agriculture rep- workshops, also featured Dr. H.
resenting 33 high schools in 31 D. Naumanni the University of
counties to hear Dr. A. J. Palus, Missouri's professor of meats.
Demonstrating the advance techniques in grading, ratting, curing,
emoking and freezing meats, Dr.
Naumann headquarteeed in Tennessee State's ultra modern abattcir, one of the newest type lab.
oratories in the recently opened
W. W. Lawson Building for agriculture.
The school's Summer calendar
also includes a workshop in basic
library training for schcol librarians for the first six weeks; the
InConstruction of a 37 - foot steel National Insurance Association
microwave tower which will stitute for Agency Management;
mount a cornucopia antenna atop June 16 through 27; a cosmetology
form
the Telephone Company building institute; and the first annual
and
at 201 Court st., here in Memphis and hcme institute, August 11
silt begin shortly, Roy Freeman, 12.
local Southern Bell manager, said
The university's faculty has been
recently.
supplemented by the addition of
The new construction will be the 14 professors for the summer sesMemphis terminal for a new mic- sion.
rowave roote being constructed between Memphis and St. Louis, and
e evisicn ser..
w improve o
ice and long distance message
service for Memphis subset-II(rs
The cornucopia antenna is shap•
ed like a horn of plenty, and is

New Tower To
Be Built by
Southern Bell
HER LAST CLASS — Mrs.
Alma Hobson, fourth grade
teacher at the Carnes Elementary school retired recently after having taught in the
Memphis public schools for :17
years. Mrs. Hobson is a gradu

ate of M. I. college at Holly
Springs, Miss-, and amended
several other colleges in the
state for summer work Mrs.
Hobson, who lives at 812 loka
ave., has one son, Richard,
who is employed at the Aber-

deen Proving Ground in Maryland. He was at one time on
the teaching staff at Douglass.
Mrs. Hobson spent 13 years at
the Florida st. school, and for
the past 24 years has been
teaching at the Carnes school.

33 Dentists In Memphis Iop Award For
For Annual State Meet

VO
11111•••••

AT SUMMER WARKSHOP —
Tennessee A and I state university's faculty was bolster:d
this summer with the additien
of 14 professors. Pictured here
checking over workshop lit.

endure are, from left, Dr. W.
A. Flowers. director of the Division of Agriculture; Nelson
G. Smiler, vocational teacher
at the Haynes school, Nash-

ville; Dr. A. J. Palus, teael
er of agricultural education at
the University of Tennessee;
and E. A. Gray, vocational
agriculture teacher at Gana.
in's Union high school.

Cerebral Palsy Avoid Those fifths

pany engineers. Many present antennas utilize only the 4,000 megacycle band, but the recently desiged cornucopia antenna will use
6,000 and 11,000 megacycle
banc14, and permit more frequency
range.
The new device weighs almost a
Telephone employees in Mem- ton, is 20 feet Icrog from base to
phis helped Southern Bell and the tip and measures only three inchten feet at its
Bell System win the National Safe.: es at its base, and
antenna covers
ty Council's top award the "Award' DP. Tile face of the
and is encf Honor," for 1958, it was an. about 65 square feet,
' closed with all-weather plastic,
nounced last week.

-afety Goes To 14,000,
Southern Bell

Bethel AME To
And Have Safe Fourth Observe Men's
Day On June 22

•
— A fifth can accidents.
Thirty-three Tennessee dentists state president, Mrs. R. L. Suggs
CHICAGO, I
be deadly on the 1•'ourth, and even Forty-five million motor vehicles
were in Memphis last week to at-I Also present was Mrs. Ethyl VenIV
tend the annual session of the ?an- son, the national president.
two cocktails are dangerous if you
1 drive within three hours after are expected to be on the nation's
Tennessee Dental association. The Of the 33 dentists present for the
di-I
roads over the three-day Fourth
executive
Garber,
G.
Elvern
meeting was held in the Beale at. meet, 17 were from Memphis.
urinaing Snem.
William Fleming, active church.
t of July holiday, aid drivers are
rector of the United Cerebral Pal.
auditorium, and lasted from June They included Drs. J. J. Warr,
were
July
celebrants
of
Fourth
urged to be especially alert and man and public school teacher,
Memphis and
of
Association
sy
9 through 11.
C. J. Bates, R. Q. Venson, Cooper
given the reminder last week by responsive if they expect to avoid
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THE MILDER BOURBON
YOUR GROCER IS FEATURING THEM NOW! Unexmusic, arts and crafts, creative
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey•6 Yrs. Old
pected guests? A busy day? A midnight snack to make? Why
dancing, and sv;immirg. There is,
Ky.
ort,
Co.,Frankf
Dist.
Age
Ancient
•
90 PrOof
•
not stock up on these makings at your grocer's, today. And—
no charge for courses. No credit Lincoln
remember plenty of Coca-Cola. So good in taste and in such
good taste ... Coke really puts the finishing touches on an
David Rice, a 1954 honnr grads.
impromptu meal.
David Rice, a 1954 honor gradu
ate of Manassas High school, was
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university (Pa.) with an A. B.
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go, let Long Distance
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save time—call
Alice Renee.
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It's Twice As Fast
1420 Breedlove.
to Call By Number

NAACP Meeting
At Mt. Olive CME

IF YOU CAN FIND
A BETTER BOURBON
...BUY IT!

$

Summer Studies
For Children

Take
along

Fit
David

cs,
c.4

Tapawingo Opens
Sunday, June 29

•

You're always prepared for

a
Camera

Rice

From
U (Pa)

with,COKE and these
quick-fix foods
on hand!

and

keep in touch with home

IF YOU WANT TO BE READY
FOR THE UNEXPECTED —

Saving,
NOT WISHING, CAN MAKE IT SO!
A bank savings account can go a long way
toward taking the shock out of the cost of
emergency medical care, for example, or of
losses not covered by insurance. To be ready
for the things that most budgets don't cover,try
making regular deposits in a savings account
with us. Be protected against the unexpected!

by Telephone

RENTAL LEVELS
About 25 percent of non-farm
dwelling renters paid $50 or more
a month in 1950, whereas in the
1940 census only about 7 percent:
of the renters paid that much. I

•

••evo••• .4

\S e Are snit l'o Self
)More FURNITURE
And APPLIANCES than any other dealer
in Memphis.

386 BEALE STREET
Memphis, Tennessee

00.-018,1'0 I•••

EOG•COLI

CHEESEBURGER. Season quick-frasen ground
beef with basil. Saut6 until almost done, top with
square of American cheese, cook in covered skillet
until cheese melts. Only one sparkling drink goes no
well with 'burgers—Coke! So good in taste, in such
good taste—serving Coca-Cola makes 'burgers• mealhut themselves.

To Do This We MUST and WILL Give You
A HIGHER TRADE-IN Allowance for Your
Old Merchandise.
PRICES
START
AT

1..01,,,,,, TOIA011.-.11

SNACK TRAY. Served with Coke, it's ideal for
evening entertaining. Try combining cubed luncheon
meat and pickled onions; cocktail sausages, sweet
pickle slices; shrimp,stuffed olives; cream cheese, dried
beef. Add assorted crackers.

HIGHEST TRADES DI TOWN!

TRI-STATE BANK OF MEMPHIS

$228"

11000El. Htl.1 Ftft

9/zeBANKie lize
5:aciet()Begazienti

MASTER TV
2767 KIMBALL Si) I

II

FURNITURE MART
& APPLIANCES

9 P.M. — Phone FA 7-4248
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NO DOWN PAYMENT
With Trade
24 Months To Pay

Al! Accounts Insured Up To $10,000.00
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SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

Bottled under authortty of The Cots-Cola Company by Coca-Cola Bottlmg Company of Memphis, Team.

